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Introduction
Christine Develotte

The volume Interactions and Screens in Research and Education
presents a self-reflexive research project that was conduc-
ted in and on a doctoral seminar focused on Multimodal
Screen Interactions (or IMPEC as per the French acronym).
This introduction is written in the first person as it tries to
elucidate the choices I made as director of this seminar ¹.
It aims to specify the goals, the genesis and the theoretical
and practical grounding of research that was conducted as
a collective project under my leadership ².
The two main goals of this research are related to the specific
nature of the digital environment on which and in which
we work :

— The analysis of a concrete research training seminar
that was both face-to-face (on site in Lyon) and re-
mote (via a videoconferencing platform and tele-
presence robots), leading to a reconceptualisation
of interactions related to experience in a hybrid
context.

— The positioning of this study in favour of open
science that forms part of the digital humanities and
new scholarly formats that are currently being de-
veloped. Ultimately, the data gathered will thus be
available to the scientific community and the results
will be published in different forms, digital forms in
particular.

1. Given the collegial mode of functioning that will be explai-
ned further on, first person singular and plural will be used alter-
nately in this introduction.

2. This “Digital Presences” research project has benefitted from
the financial support of the ASLAN Labex since 2018.

https://impec.sciencesconf.org/resource/page?id=4&forward-action=page&forward-controller=resource&lang=en
https://impec.sciencesconf.org/resource/page?id=4&forward-action=page&forward-controller=resource&lang=en
https://aslan.universite-lyon.fr/site-anglais/
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The context of research on Screen-based
Multimodal Interactions (IMPEC :
Interactions Multimodales Par ECran)
I will start by describing the research context surrounding
this volume : both the prior or concomitant studies that ins-
pired the volume, and how it is situated in the continuity of
my own work.

Multidisciplinary inspirations
Undoubtedly as a result of my own multidisciplinary aca-
demic background ³, the sources of inspiration for my re-
search are not restricted to a single domain. I provide four
examples here that have had the greatest influence on this
project.

Mauro Carbone (philosophy)

Mauro Carbone and his “Vivre par(mi) les écrans” research
group have been examining how we live with screens from
a phenomenological perspective since 2013. He posits that
screens, which today are the habitual interface for our re-
lationships to the world, to others and even to ourselves,
produce “regimes of visibility” (Carbone, Dalmasso, and
Bodini 2018, 23).
In our situation of communication combining screens of
different sizes in artefacts ⁴ or as part of a platform, the pre-
mediation of the presence of remote participants is clearly

3. I began by studying literature, then psychology and socio-
logy, and then applied linguistics, combined with a period of re-
search in communication sciences.

4. The notion of “artefact” designates any non-animated ob-
ject without specifying its function. For more information, check
“Theoretical and methodological framework for visual reflexive
ethology”, section “Remote communication artefacts and their po-
sitions in the room”.
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apparent. Participants are not featured in the same way de-
pending on the screens that broadcast their presence. As
Francesco Casetti (2018, 53) reminds us :

The screen only becomes a screen from the point of
view of the device with which it is associated, and
which links it to the set of practices that produce it as
such.

And because different telepresence screens are associated
with specific affordances, they permit certain possibilities
of expression or not : for example, participants using the
Adobe Connect platform can express themselves in chats,
whereas participants using robots cannot. We can thus
agree with Carbone when he says that “a certain ‘regime of
visibility’ is intertwined with a certain ‘regime of sayability’
by virtue of directing the attention and inattention both of
our gaze and of our discourse” (Carbone, Dalmasso, and
Bodini 2018, 25).
One of the goals of our research is to show which ethos and
discourse are associated with each screen. Reciprocally we
aim to study how the participants in-situ address remote
participants depending (or not) on the different screens
mediating their presence.

Louise Merzeau (information and communication
sciences)

Louise Merzeau calls the advent of digital technology an
“environmental transformation that affects structures and
relationships ... [and that] calls into question the concep-
tual models that serve to formalise them” (Merzeau 2009,
23). This calling into question of conceptual models is also
needed when considering exchanges via screens (video-
conferencing or telepresence robots). This is the point of
view adopted in my earlier work (Develotte, Kern, and
Lamy 2011 ; Kern and Develotte 2018) and one of the cru-
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cial goals of this project is to propose conceptual innova-
tions based on multidisciplinary analyses ⁵ of the data ga-
thered.

Susan Herring and Marie-Anne Paveau (linguistics)

In 1996, Susan Herring ⁶ launched the field of linguistic re-
search on “computer-mediated communication” (1996).
She provides a new synthetic schema of multimodal inter-
active communication that goes from email, via the telepre-
sence robot, to the 3D immersive platform avatar (Herring
2015).
Like Susan Herring, French linguist Marie-Anne Paveau has
mainly studied written digital discourse. She presents her
work as “a response to the need to invent new concepts,
tools and limits to describe how forms of discourse native
to the internet function from a qualitative and ecological
perspective”. Paveau defines “discourse native to the inter-
net” as “the set of all verbal productions that are elabora-
ted online, regardless of the devices, interfaces, platforms
or writing tools used” (Paveau 2017, 8). She posits that “na-
tive digital language productions” (2017, 8) involve a non-
human dimension (machine, software, algorithm...) that
informs and shapes what can be said (2017, 11).
This conceptualisation of digital discourse is embodied in
the expression “discursive technology”.
The anteposition in French of the term “technology” (tech-
nologie discursive) underscores the paramount importance of
this dimension in discourse that is indelibly marked by it.
This is what we will describe in this volume : the manner of

5. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.

6. As a leading figure in linguistic studies of online commu-
nication, Herring was the editor-in-chief of the journal Computer-
Mediated Communication from 2004 to 2007 and then of the journal
Language@Internet.

https://academic.oup.com/jcmc
https://academic.oup.com/jcmc
http://www.languageatinternet.org/
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speaking and interacting with remote participants is unique
and depends on the specificities and affordances of each ar-
tefact.

Gregory Bateson (anthropology of communication)

There is nothing new about having a multidisciplinary team
study a common corpus. This adventure was undertaken in
TheNatural History of an Interview (McQuown 1971) recoun-
ted by Wendy Leeds-Hurwitz ⁷ (1988). I will discuss some
of the elements of this work below as well as its connections
to the present project.
This multidisciplinary project ⁸ that would represent a tur-
ning point in research in social communication was laun-
ched in 1955-1956 at the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University.
From this pioneering project in communication, I chose
not to define a prior theoretical orientation ⁹, to respect the
ecology of interactions and to open up the data to a mul-
tidisciplinary team of researchers. This project also taught
the importance of setting a precise research schedule from
the start and involving all the members of the group. Bate-
son, who was the only researcher present in the film, was
in fact very uneasy about having his postural, mimetic and
gestural behaviour dissected on screen by his colleagues. In
our project, all the participants were involved in the same

7. Leeds-Hurwitz’s study was discussed in greater detail in one
of the first presentations of our research during the seminar on “Mé-
thodes Pour La Recherche Autour De La Communication Multimodale
‘Artéfactée’” (meaning : As seen from the perspective of the IMPEC
seminar : Methodological Choices for Reflexive Research).

8. Which initially brought together two psychiatrists, two lin-
guists and three anthropologists.

9. I suggested that the general research framework be based on
the naturalistic approach developed by Jacques Cosnier under the
heading of “comprehensive ethology”.

https://amupod.univ-amu.fr/video/2806-conference-1-journee-detude-methodes-pour-la-recherche-autour-de-la-communication-multimodale-artefactee-dans-loeil-du-seminaire-impec-choix-methodologiques-dune-recherche-reflexive/
https://amupod.univ-amu.fr/video/2806-conference-1-journee-detude-methodes-pour-la-recherche-autour-de-la-communication-multimodale-artefactee-dans-loeil-du-seminaire-impec-choix-methodologiques-dune-recherche-reflexive/
https://amupod.univ-amu.fr/video/2806-conference-1-journee-detude-methodes-pour-la-recherche-autour-de-la-communication-multimodale-artefactee-dans-loeil-du-seminaire-impec-choix-methodologiques-dune-recherche-reflexive/
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undertaking, took the same risks (in terms of their image)
and made the same commitments.

My research on screen-based interaction

I began to work on screen-based interaction in 2002,
usually in educational contexts, before turning to synchro-
nous online conversation starting in 2006.

Describing online conversation

The research project entitled Décrire la conversation (“Des-
cribing conversation”; Cosnier, Kerbrat-Orecchioni, and
Bouchard (1987)) was inspired by The Natural History of
an Interview, and in 2006, as a next logical step, I invited
my colleagues to join me in co-editing the volume entitled
Décrire la conversation en ligne (“Describing online conversa-
tion”; Develotte, Kern, and Lamy (2011)).
In this volume, using a common corpus given to different
researchers to study, we were able to show that desktop
videoconferencing communication had revisited the prin-
ciples revealed for face-to-face conversation. Interactional
synchrony, for example, cannot be separated from the qua-
lity of the digital flow and from distortion of the audio or
video signal, which induces a necessary adjustment on be-
half of the speakers.
Directly following up on Décrire la conversation en ligne, the
aim here will be to understand how this polylogical situa-
tion changes participants’ behaviour in comparison to the
dialogical situation studied earlier. The second aim will be
to analyse the effect of the simultaneous use of various
means of communication.

Ethical dimensions of the research

Filming interlocutors inevitably leads to the problem of ac-
cessing “natural” data.
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We believe self-reflexive research ¹⁰ to be closer to “natural”
data rather than “elicited” data. In our case, even if having
the ultimate goal of studying interactive behaviour could
potentially influence participants’ behaviour, the doctoral
seminar held a genuine educational function of training
doctoral students.

Promoting open science

In Décrire la conversation en ligne, the video data we used
to study online conversations were then included in the
CLAPI database ¹¹ which was developed by the ICAR la-
boratory and is accessible to all researchers ¹². Today, ten
years later, as open science has become more widely accep-
ted, we naturally adopted the prospect of sharing the data
associated with our project.
Moreover, an encounter with Marcello Vitali-Rosati in 2018
gave shape to the idea of publishing our results in digital
form – an idea which we intuitively had thought about, but
which we did not know already existed. This immediately
seemed the best way to exploit the multimodal nature of
our video data ¹³.

The IMPEC research group
The IMPEC group is a working group that was formed in
2013 based on researchers’ shared interest in screen-based
interactions. The group is committed to a multidisciplinary
approach, mainly involving applied linguistics, cognitive

10. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.

11. Corpus de Langue Parlée en Interaction (Corpus of Spoken Lan-
guage in Interaction).

12. Interactions, Corpus, Apprentissages, Représentations (In-
teraction, Corpus, Learning, Representations).

13. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.

https://impec.sciencesconf.org/resource/page?forward-action=page&forward-controller=resource&id=23&lang=en
http://clapi.ish-lyon.cnrs.fr/V3_Accueil.php?interface_langue=EN
http://icar.cnrs.fr/
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sciences, and communication sciences. The group studies
a variety of situations, both individual (i.e., telephone, vi-
deo games, etc.) and collective (the use of screens in face-
to-face or remote contexts, such as talks, webinars, network
games, or museum visits). These situations can occur wi-
thin a professional setting with computer screens, specific
screens (control screens), and in various private contexts,
and may involve the general public or a particular audience
(i.e., children, young adults, seniors). These situations are
usually multimodal in a broad sense ; in other words, they
connect the multimodality that emerges between people
(verbal, paraverbal and non-verbal) and the multimodality
present in any type of content (i.e., text, audio, still and
moving images) visible on screens.
The group organises its work around a biennial conference
and a seminar which I coordinate ¹⁴.

The hybrid IMPEC seminar
The aim of this monthly seminar is to provide scientific
support to the doctoral students I supervise. The seminars
help to stimulate the students’ critical thinking by involving
guest researchers, in addition to providing the students
with the opportunity to present their ongoing work. The
majority of the doctoral students involved were pursuing
thesis topics connected to digital communication, usually
in the context of education. Since some students lived too
far away to attend the seminars physically, we started using
videoconferencing with a computer placed in the middle
of the table in the seminar room. Although this improvised
system did allow participants to attend remotely, it was not
very convenient. The participants in-situ had to remember
to move the computer so that the webcam was always poin-

14. The videos both of the conferences and of the seminar are
freely available on the IMPEC website.

https://impec.sciencesconf.org/resource/page?id=4
https://impec.sciencesconf.org/resource/page?id=4&forward-action=page&forward-controller=resource&lang=en
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ting in the right direction for the remote participants, and
the latter sometimes found themselves looking at a white-
board or in some other insignificant direction.

From videoconferencing to the “Digital presence” project

In 2016, we tried both to improve the technical set-up and
to involve the set-up in the construction of a corpus suitable
for studying different aspects of screen-based interactions,
which had been the focus of the seminar from the start.
The initial idea was thus to continue to host remote partici-
pants using various types of devices or artefacts in order to
analyse the effects of the different autonomy of the artefacts
on the dynamics of the seminar.

The polyartefacted doctoral seminar
Here, I will present the project participants and the charac-
teristics of the seminar. A more precise description of the
tools of communication and their affordances will be pro-
vided in the chapter “Theoretical and methodological fra-
mework for visual reflexive ethology”.

Participants
16 people participated in the research project on some le-
vel or another, with varying degrees of involvement at dif-
ferent times. The group was mixed from several points of
view : it was international and each of its members had a
different level of competency in using the artefacts (ranging
from no experience to mastery). The team was intergene-
rational and included three disciplines ; the prevalence of
applied linguistics refers to my home discipline and to the
nine participants scientifically related to me (i.e students,
doctoral students, or former doctoral students). This is an
important element as these links that were established over
several years prior to the project form the basis for a socio-
emotional stability of relationships within the group. Mo-
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reover, I knew the “external” colleagues who were invi-
ted to join the team, since I had already collaborated with
them.

Characteristics of the seminar
Since the seminar is dedicated to doctoral students, I attach
great importance to the working atmosphere so that youn-
ger participants feel comfortable expressing themselves ¹⁵.
Benevolence is a word that I often use and that I try as much
as possible to put into practice. For me it is essential that
any question can be asked and all points of view can be ex-
pressed without anyone having to fear being judged by the
other participants. The adopted policy on the dynamics of
exchanges also led me to limit my own speaking time and
to express myself more concisely to provide more time for
doctoral students and less experienced participants.
In addition, I tried to conduct the research project so as to
provide the doctoral students with a scientific experience
as part of their doctoral training. In that perspective, the
doctoral students were involved in a research project that
was not exactly their own, but they could draw inspiration
from the project’s theories and methodologies. This semi-
nar thus links training FOR research to involvement IN re-
search, fostering a form of teaching based on lived expe-
rience ¹⁶. The seminar also attempts to apply the concept
of Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotski 1985) by in-
volving colleagues of different academic ranks in different
exchanges.

15. I myself attended doctoral seminars as a doctoral student in
which only senior researchers spoke and I never dared to intervene.
Here, I tried to do the opposite by creating a space for congenial
exchanges.

16. This view echoes with the projects that I previously develo-
ped in language didactics for teaching a language by way of inter-
personal exchanges among students (Develotte 2008).
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Finally, we prioritised the idea of developing what Richard
Kern and I have called a “nurturing matrix” (Kern and De-
velotte 2018, 9) : a matrix that encourages collaboration
among participants. Ensuring that all the participants were
involved in the scholarly adventure in which I had invi-
ted them to take part was one of the main motivations
for fostering collaboration in the different stages of our re-
search : during the seminar, during the development of
the research project, and during the process of writing this
book ¹⁷.

Work programme
I planned a work schedule spread out over four years in
response to my painful past experience of collective re-
search projects that were inordinately extended in time and
that ended up exhausting the interest and energy of the re-
searchers. The four-year duration required us to adopt an
intense rhythm, which was sometimes a little difficult to
maintain. Nevertheless, the variety of the tasks in our time-
table held participants’ interest and maintained their invol-
vement. Moreover, as our research topic has been evolving
very rapidly due to improvements in technical means, the
objective was also to reduce the time separating the group’s
lived experience and making the research results available
to the scholarly community. Finally, the above-mentioned
encounter with Marcello Vitali Rosati, which was decisive
for the editorial choices made for this work, allowed us to
demarcate the different phases of the proposed schedule.

Choice of chapters
The writing of the different chapters in this book took place
in two stages, which are reflected in the two-part presenta-

17. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.
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tion below. First, we present three thematic chapters cove-
ring aspects that initially seemed to be the most salient for
the purposes of our research; then three other intersecting
chapters, which often draw on the results of the previous
chapters.

Dimensions involved in polyartefacted situations.
The three aspects that were chosen at the outset are atten-
tion, corporeality and politeness.
Jean-François Grassin, Mabrouka El Hachani, Joséphine Ré-
mon and Caroline Vincent wrote the first chapter entitled
“Attentional affordances in an instrumented seminar”. This
chapter examines how attention is reconceived within the
seminar in question as a dual attentional set-up, in its mate-
rial construction of space and in its relational construction.
The analysis focuses on sequences of the co-construction of
attention within the specific horizon of expectation of the
seminar, which is itself modified by the technological set-
up.
The second chapter, written by Samira Ibnelkaïd and Doro-
thée Furnon, considers the technobodily modalities of en-
acting intersubjectivity and reveals that participants struc-
ture their perception and action through different states
of mediation : “demediation”, “remediation” and “imme-
diation”. Participants manage these states of mediation by
embodying specific roles in the interactions, such as “pro-
curators”, “witnesses” and “sentinels” through distributed
agency. The latter gives rise to phenomena of reification of
the animate and of personification of the artefact, leading
to the enactment of an artifacted intercorporeality.
The third chapter by Amélie Bouquain, Tatiana Codreanu
and Christelle Combe deals with politeness using the mi-
crosociological theories of Erving Goffman (1974) and
the analysis of online conversation (Develotte, Kern, and
Lamy 2011). It revisits these notions, which are simulta-
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neously linguistic, transsemiotic and cultural, and reveals
new norms of politeness in the context of artefacted inter-
actions.

The diachronic evolution of experience
The second part of the volume undertakes a review of the
dimensions of the polyartefacted seminar that take on mea-
ning experientially over time.
The chapter “Autonomy and artefactual presence in a po-
lyartefacted seminar”, written by Amélie Bouquain, Chris-
telle Combe and Joséphine Rémon, analyses the effects of
presence via a comparative study of the potentialities of
telepresence systems. Depending on the interactional co-
construction undertaken by the participants, effects of pre-
sence of devices define an artefactual or an interactional pre-
sence around issues of autonomy of movement, visual and
sound ajustement, stealthy presence and forced presence.
Samira Ibnelkaïd and Caroline Vincent examine “Digital
bugs and interactional failures in the service of a collective
intelligence”. This chapter is based on the analytical results
of the thematic chapters, which are related to a semantic
study of the final assessment questionnaires. The chapter
reveals the co-construction of a form of collective intelli-
gence and the enacting of a group ethos that does not neces-
sarily reduce situations of technical bugs but instead rein-
forces a feeling of personal efficacy (Bandura 1980) in the
individual and collective capacities of remediation.
Finally, Morgane Domanchin, Mabrouka El Hachani and
Jean-François Grassin consider the polyartefacted docto-
ral seminar and its potential for research training. This last
chapter regards the seminar as a space of doctoral training
and, more precisely, the construction of the ethos of four
doctoral students based on identifying the traces of their
investment during the different phases of the seminar. Mo-
ments of collaborative learning are classified by way of a
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visual schema illustrating the potential acquisition of tech-
nical and scholarly competencies. The aim of the chapter is
to uncover the dimensions that doctoral training promotes :
notably, the socio-emotional, artefactual and international
dimensions that enhance the experience of young resear-
chers and the support we provide them.
To conclude this introduction, I would like to note that the
research covered in this volume is both modest and ambi-
tious. The research is modest in that it focuses on a limited
duration (six months) and involves only a dozen people
within a given educational situation. But our project is am-
bitious by virtue of its openness : our research seeks to
provide theoretical justification for a multidisciplinary ap-
proach to an object of research, a particular digital ecosys-
tem. Based on the analyses that have been carried out, our
project proposes new concepts that are suited to the rea-
lities and experiences described, to these situated “discur-
sive technologies”. Our project also aims to contribute to
the free and open dissemination of knowledge by way of
the online publication of our results and by making the data
freely available to the scholarly community.
Our research project constitutes both the culmination of a
professional trajectory and the starting point for a multidis-
ciplinary toolkit of digital interactions.
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Theoretical and methodological
framework for
visual reflexive ethology
Christine Develotte
Morgane Domanchin
Samira Ibnelkaïd

The research presented in this book is based on an interdis-
ciplinary approach to multimodal and multisemiotic inter-
actional data. The polyartefacted seminar analysed here is
the subject of a multidimensional study, which in our ap-
proach required audiovisual access to the sequences of ver-
bal and non-verbal actions of the participants. This involves
adopting a comprehensive ethological approach (Cosnier
1978), i.e., a “direct observation of behaviours experienced
in the here and now” (Cosnier 2013, 258), taking into ac-
count interactional events as much as affects and empathic
processes (Cosnier 2013).
In this chapter, we introduce the theoretical and metho-
dological foundations underlying the collection, selection
and analysis of this corpus of audiovisual data. We also jus-
tify our interest in this field of research leading to the emer-
gence of what we call a “visual ethology”.

Theoretical and methodological choices
Ethology as a global approach to the field

Jacques Cosnier ¹⁸, a researcher and one of the founders of
a laboratory in Lyon ¹⁹, chose ethology to describe situa-
tions involving interpersonal communication (1978; 1986;
1987). Based on a descriptive analysis of human behaviour,
this approach also includes individuals’ points of view ob-
served through interviews.

18. Jacques Cosnier was originally trained as a biologist.
19. Communication ethology laboratory, the foundation of the

current ICAR laboratory.

http://icar.cnrs.fr/
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Cosnier has called this naturalistic approach “comprehen-
sive ethology”.
Taking up this ethological perspective, we have sought here
to develop a new approach : “visual reflexive ethology”.
Our new approach deals with video interaction data and
is applied to ourselves, thereby integrating the advantages
and limitations due to the fact that the ethologist and their
object are intertwined and that, in this case, the interviews
were conducted between and among ourselves.
Collecting data for each of the sessions naturally modi-
fied the traditional seminar environment by adding micro-
phones and cameras which, by their presence, could in-
fluence the participants’ behaviour. Our research takes this
factor into account ; it does not invalidate our naturalistic
approach, which is accomplished precisely through the re-
cording of our behaviour.
This approach requires making informed technical choices
regarding the number of cameras and their location. We
relied on the ICAR laboratory’s expertise when dealing
with such matters. The visual reflexive ethological appraoch
takes its place in a landscape of human and social sciences
delineated by visual ethnography and interactional analy-
sis.

Visual ethnography
In our view, the complexity of studying the presence of
subjects on a screen requires a multimodal and multisemio-
tic approach. Therefore, we draw on visual ethnography
(Ruby 1996; Banks and Morphy 1997; Pink 2007; Dion
2007) to explore the general ecology of physical-digital
interactions and to explore the flow of these interactions
across different media platforms and formats. In order to
do so, we make use of digital tools available to researchers
in digital humanities (digital cameras, dynamic screen cap-
tures, video editing software, etc.). This approach allows us
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to study both verbal and non-verbal communicative beha-
viours on and off screen, and leads us to understand ons-
creen presence as a linguistic, sensory and technical pheno-
menon.
Within visual methods, video recording is more than a data
collection tool – it is a technology involved in negotia-
ting social relations ²⁰ and a medium through which eth-
nographic knowledge is produced (Pink 2007, 173). Mo-
reover, new digital technologies, interfaces and sociodigital
networks are gradually introducing ethnographic studies
of the everyday digital communication practices of indivi-
duals and communities (Pink 2007, 197). In addition to vi-
sual ethnography, a form of digital ethnography that is deli-
nearised, multimodal and multisemiotic is emerging (Pink
2007, 197).

Interactional analysis
The notion of interaction has more or less restricted defini-
tions depending on one’s approach towards it. Goffman, a
linguist and sociologist, and one of the founders of interac-
tion analysis, explains that :

Interaction (i.e., face-to-face interaction) is defined as
the reciprocal influence of individuals upon one ano-
ther’s actions when in one another’s immediate physi-
cal presence (Goffman 1973, 23).

The overall conversational resources thus inform us about
the activity that the participants construct, from turn-taking
to the overall structure of the interaction. They result in
the definition of the content, form and the modalities of

20. Technology can only be used in the field if there is informed
cooperation and explicit negotiations with the participants in or-
der to establish a relationship of trust that is essential for the ethical
constitution of the interactional dataset.
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presence brought into play. Some of the chapters presen-
ted here will analyse the participants’ language produc-
tions from an interactionist perspective initiated by Goff-
man, Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, and then pursued, by
Cosnier, Kerbrat-Orecchioni, Véronique Traverso and Lo-
renza Mondada in France. In addition, the research gathe-
red here aims at extending this interactionist approach by
studying the impact of the screen on interactional rituals
observed off-screen until now. This volume describes “the
boundary between new practices and normative structures,
as well as the appropriation by human actors of both the
tools and the discursive or semiotic practices they induce”
(Develotte, Kern, and Lamy 2011, 19).

A transdisciplinary approach : Visual reflexive
ethology
We have chosen to employ a video-based approach to
record, analyse and illustrate interactional phenomena ²¹.
Therefore, we chose not to transcribe verbal productions
complemented with gesture-related annotations in the tra-
dition of Conversation Analysis (initially based on audio
recordings). Instead, we aimed at preserving the primary
audiovisual material and guiding the reader-observer via a
semiotic and narrative enrichment process applied in post-
production. The video thus constitutes a mode of analytical
representation in itself which follows a scenario established
beforehand by the researcher. Video clips as dynamic illus-
trations are thus an innovative way of displaying data ana-
lyses and contributing to the renewal of the study of social
interactions by making use of the technological tools avai-
lable to researchers in digital humanities.
Beyond this general theoretical-methodological frame-
work, the authors of the different chapters of this book

21. Supplemented by semi-guided and explanatory interviews.
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have chosen other frameworks specifically adapted to their
topic and presented in each chapter. The fact that we call
upon different fields in our analyses implies that the same
concepts are sometimes used differently depending on the
chosen approach.

Material situation
In this section, we will first describe the “digital ecosystem”
(Bourassa 2018) of the seminar, emphasizing its material
and human dimensions. The concept of digital ecosystem
allows us to think of contexts as sites where multiple actors,
both human and non-human, come into play, linked by or-
ganic, technical and dynamic relationships.
In the case of our seminar, the face-to-face and remote di-
mensions are intertwined through communication tools
and artefacts.

Spatial organisation

The Pedagogical and Digital Innovation Room (LiPeN)

The “Screen-based Multimodal Interactions” (IMPEC ²²)
seminar was held at the École Normale Supérieure (ENS)
in Lyon in a room used for teaching workshops. The open-
plan room contained mobile and modular furniture ²³.
In the recorded sessions, depending on the session ²⁴,
the remote participants were located in London (UK),
Hangzhou (China), Besançon, Caen and Aix-en-Provence
(France). As they were geographically spread around the
globe, they used various artefacts to communicate.

22. Interactions Multimodales Par ÉCrans (IMPEC).
23. The room is called LiPeN : “Laboratoire d’Innovation Pé-

dagogique et Numérique” (Pedagogical and Digital Innovation
Room)

24. See Introduction.
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Remote communication artefacts and their positions in
the room

In this book we differentiate between the notions of “set-
up”, “artefact” and “platform”. By set-up, we mean the or-
ganisation of multiple artefacts and the use of different plat-
forms to produce forms of presence.
The data collection set-up included microphones and video
cameras to record interactional data.

Project timeline
The general research program was set as follows :

— 2016–2017 — research design and data collection ;
— 2017-2018 — data processing, archiving, choice of

research directions, initial brainstorming on the edi-
torialisation process ;

— 2018-2019 — data analysis and book writing, fur-
ther reflections on the online publication;

— 2019-2020 — online editorialisation and opening
access of the Ortolang database containing this re-
search corpus to the scientific public.

Two data sets
Two types of data were collected and will be presented
in the following sections : first, the interactional data, and
then the data from interviews conducted with the partici-
pants.

Interactional data
During the 2016-2017 academic year, the choice of five se-
minar sessions was based on varying the communication si-
tuations as much as possible. We sought to place the guest
lecturers alternately in face-to-face and remote situations
(remotely via Beam or the Kubi robot or, in person, in
Lyon), so as to multiply the communication scenarios to

https://www.ortolang.fr/market/corpora/impec/v1
https://www.ortolang.fr/market/corpora/impec/v1
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be studied ²⁵. We also tried to vary different criteria, such
as the status of each speaker (doctoral student or senior re-
searcher).

Data on participants’ affects
The interviews were mainly audio or video recorded. Accor-
ding to the research perspective being adopted, two types
of methodologically different interviews were conduc-
ted : explicitation interviews (Vermersch 1994) and semi-
guided interviews to clarify specific aspects.
Other data collections related to individual perceptions
were conducted in writing at the end of each session in or-
der to evaluate participants’ feelings of co-presence. This
type of data was collected asynchronously and hence mir-
rors a deeper reflective approach. In total, 4 questions were
related to the participants’ feelings.
In addition, 18 audio and video interviews were transcri-
bed and reviewed by the participant in question ²⁶.

Data collection set-up
Five of the ten sessions from 2016–2017 were selected to
constitute the research corpus which has a total duration
of 9 hours and 16 minutes. Each session was filmed in Lyon
from three to four different angles, and two to four different
sound recordings were produced. In addition, at least two
video recordings were collected at each session to docu-
ment the behaviour of the remote participants through dy-
namic screen captures or external videos. These data can be
arranged in a multi-screen format and, depending on the
analysis, certain aspects can be zoomed in.

25. See section on the “Specificities of a reflexive study”.
26. For the participants, multiple experiences were often not

possible. Only a few were able to experience the use of all the re-
mote communication artefacts.

https://hdl.handle.net/11403/impec/v2/2_corpus_presences_numeriques/presences_numeriques_questionnaires_bilan
https://hdl.handle.net/11403/impec/v2/2_corpus_presences_numeriques/presences_numeriques_transcriptions_entretiens
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Data collection

The first step involved identifying sites and selecting the
technical equipment to be used for the data collection (i.e.,
microphones, a webcam and video cameras). The purpose
was to collect a large amount of footage that would be rele-
vant for our research objectives.
The following choices were made :

— Between two and three fixed video cameras on tri-
pods were placed around the room to provide both
an overall view and a view centred on the video-
projected slide show,

— A GoPro action video camera was used to capture
an “overhead” view of the room. The same camera
was sometimes placed in front of the Kubi robot
when it was in use,

— A 360° video camera was placed in the centre of the
room,

— Four microphones were placed around the horseshoe-
shaped table.

Post-production work

After each data collection, each recording source (audio, vi-
deo, screen capture, remote view) was processed and syn-
chronised with the same time scale (also called a “time
code”).
This synchronisation helps to facilitate and enrich the ana-
lysis of phenomena by integrating different viewpoints (for
instance, in-situ and ex-situ). Subsequently, the audio and
video data were edited using Final Cut Pro X and Quick-
Time Pro software. The video clips chosen were multiscope
(combining several shooting angles on the same screen) in
which six to eight views were selected and combined simul-
taneously. During the production of these videos, the au-
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dio sources were integrated into the video files ²⁷ to provide
better distribution of the sound. These initial edited video
clips formed the basis for the research subgroups’ analyses.
In total, the “Digital Presences” corpus includes :

— 7 hours of video recordings (duration of the five ses-
sions),

— 35 hours of video recordings, including all views,
— 10 hours of dynamic screen captures,
— 28 hours of audio recordings

Data storage
The data has been stored in the Ortolang database which
will be presented in “Document sharing tools”. In order
to make it easier to share data among group members, the
digitised sound and video data were classified and listed
according to a nomenclature that made them easy to find.
The data were then stored in folders associated with each
of the five sessions presented above (i.e., IMPEC_LiPeN-
year-month-day). A summary data sheet containing a brief
description of all the views available is included in each of
the data collections.

Developing synopses and setting up a collective
workspace
During our meetings, we sought to establish an effec-
tive methodology to collectively annotate our data. We
thus created “synopsis” files in digital workspaces (Google
Drive) which were accessible to the whole group, in which
each person was asked to enter events that were particularly
relevant to their research focus.

27. For example, unlike.mp4 files, .mov files using QuickTime
Pro software allow researchers to check or uncheck an audio track.
In the event of overlap between participants, for example, this fea-
ture allows one of the unchecked audio tracks to be silenced and
can be useful for transcribing speaking turns.

https://hdl.handle.net/11403/impec/v2/2_corpus_presences_numeriques
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Transcripts

We transcribed the discussions that followed the talks in or-
der to see how each of the artefacts we used took part in
the exchanges, and the effects their presence had on the in-
teractions. We opted for a minimal transcription limited to
the verbal cues, providing a first “basic” transcript. The 18
(audio and video) interviews conducted with each partici-
pant from the research group were transcribed in the same
way. These transcripts allowed the group to study the 14
hours and 36 minutes of audio recordings. The transcribed
version of these interviews resulted in a 231-page transcript
booklet, in which the transcripts were arranged in chrono-
logical order. This booklet was produced and distributed
to the various participants in May 2019 and later on was re-
leased to the public.

The decision-making process and
organisation of discussions

Participants’ roles in the seminar

Apart from the role of the seminar leader mentioned by
Christine in the Introduction, other roles were assigned
while still others emerged spontaneously during the ses-
sions. The organisation of the seminar – both logistically
and technically – was ensured by its members.
For example, Morgane, a doctoral student in Lyon who is
highly involved in the life of the ICAR laboratory, suppor-
ted the technical set-up of the room hand-in-hand with the
members of the Cellule Corpus Complexes. She also monito-
red the digitisation of the videos and transcribed the inter-
views. In addition to this “official” technical and methodo-
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logical assistance, other types of support helped the opera-
tion to function properly ²⁸.

Collaborative data collection and analysis
The choice was made to involve all participants in each and
every stage of the research project. The contribution of its
members resulted in the co-construction of the project, im-
plying a collaborative consulting policy among members
throughout the tasks and sub-tasks we encountered. The
discussions related to decision-making took the form of
brainstorming workshops, data sessions or even opinions
written in emails in between sessions. The topics of the dis-
cussions included for instance the choice of the camera’s
location in the room in Lyon or the anonymisation or not
of the data for the publications.

Document-sharing tools

A scientific repository platform

The Ortolang platform is a facility designed for language
data storage and processing, supported by the Huma-
Num infrastructure. Its aim is to construct a network in-
frastructure including a repository of language data (cor-
pora, lexicons, dictionaries etc.) and readily available, well-
documented tools for its processing.
This platform has hosted our data since the beginning of
our project. It was chosen not only for its simplicity of use,
user-friendly interface, and large storage capacity, but also
for a feature which makes it possible to provide access to
the corpus to various audiences, including researchers and

28. Dorothée was in charge of the Beam robot ; Christelle set up
the video-conferencing sessions on Adobe Connect and provided
a space on Ortolang for our data storage; Caroline booked the ma-
terial and the room, took notes on Google Doc and managed the
Google Drive storage system.

https://www.ortolang.fr/
http://www.huma-num.fr/
http://www.huma-num.fr/
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even the general public ²⁹. This open data approach reflects
this project’s position supporting open science.

A shared space for non-sensitive data

We occasionally used Google Drive to store elements rela-
ted to the project, especially to collaborate on publications,
plan abstracts for conferences, comments on video extracts,
etc. Google Documents was used for collective note-taking
during the seminars, which were also archived on Google
Drive. We also created and stored collaborative synopses
associated with each session.

Writing process
The idea was to give an account of the group’s experience
in a diffracted way by highlighting different aspects that see-
med the most interesting to prioritise in our project.

Group process

During the seminar, each of the sub-groups was asked
to present their intended approach to the analyses, their
theoretical-methodological angle and a few examples of re-
levant data. Each presentation led to numerous exchanges
with the whole group, allowing certain points to be clari-
fied and others to be enriched.
The feedback provided by the group throughout the wri-
ting process led to a two-day research workshop in June
2019 which focused on the first drafts of the various chap-
ters.

29. Access the “Digital Presences” corpus on the Ortolang plat-
form.

https://www.ortolang.fr/market/corpora/impec
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Specificities of a reflexive study
Using oneself as the object of study on a topic such as di-
gital presences is by no means trivial. On the contrary, it
generates effects that must be integrated into the analyses.

Reflexivity on the research purpose
The effects of familiarity with the subject suggest that the
research results relate to a “non-naive” audience who may
adopt more appropriate behaviours (e.g., in positioning
themselves in relation to the webcam or using the chat func-
tion on Adobe Connect) than an unsuspecting audience.
Moreover, neutrality becomes relative when the intervie-
wers are close colleagues involved in the same project. It
can be assumed that the preservation of each other’s face
is reinforced, especially when all parties know that every-
thing said will be made public. The quality of the socio-
affective relationship between the members of the group
is taken into account in handling the data (especially regar-
ding opinions collected in interviews and questionnaires).

Towards “visual ethology”
Through the theoretical and methodological framework
presented in this chapter, we aim to lay the foundations of
what we call “visual reflexive ethology”. This research ap-
proach takes on a video-based methodology and places em-
phasis on the participants’ (inter)subjective experience.
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Through a corpus study, we approach the seminar as a dual
attentional system in its material construction of space and
in its relational construction. In this context, we seek to des-
cribe the process of the co-construction of attention.
Our research question involves qualifying attention in a
hybrid polyartefacted doctoral seminar. How is attention
co-constructed and how do we recognise attentional phe-
nomena in a context where their manifestations are de-
pendent on artefaction?
Below, we discuss the concepts that have informed our ap-
proach to attention from an ecological perspective : atten-
tional framing, the different modes of joint attention, at-
tentional gestures and signs, the technogenesis of attention
and attentional affordances.

Theoretical framework
The aim of this chapter is to observe and understand the
“digital impregnation” of our attention, i.e., how the poly-
artefacted context recharacterises attention in a specific si-
tuation of joint and collaborative attention ³⁰. The situation
involves the presence of people in a remote location which
makes attentional regimes more complex. Our ecological
perspective on attention will be a microeconomy ³¹ of joint
attention (Citton 2014) including collective, artefacted and
transindividual attentional regimes.

30. For an exploration of the collaborative processes at work,
check “Research training in a polyartefacted doctoral seminar”.

31. That is, considered at the level of situated activity.
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The theoretical framework of our analysis is at the cross-
roads of phenomenological analysis (Depraz 2014; Livet
2016) and theories of artefacted interactions (Arminen, Li-
coppe, and Spagnolli 2016). The situation we are interes-
ted in, that of a research seminar, touches on the analysis
of professional situations (workplace studies) and training
situations. Our approach is based on a phenomenological
analysis, particularly of attention and affordances emerging
in the situation, rather than on an analysis of the activity in
all its dimensions.
The situation we are studying is a work meeting in which
artefacts play an important organisational role. Our analy-
sis is situated, but we believe it can be used to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of a world in which we are
increasingly caught up in “tightly interwoven networks of
intertwined attentions ³²” (Citton 2014, 127) and in which
artefacts are increasingly used in interactions. This use im-
plies a growing variability in attentional capacities, atten-
tion being, moreover, “an intimate dimension of our hu-
manity” (Depraz 2014).
In this sense, the perspective we adopt is resolutely ecolo-
gical, supplementing a conception of attention focused on
objects with a detailed attention to environments. To put it
differently, the object takes on meaning for actors within a
specific environment, and this meaning allows them to pay
attention to it. The phenomenological viewpoint makes at-
tention “an experience of openness to the world rather
than an internal mental state” (Depraz 2014).
The artefactual situation we are dealing with does not on-
tologically change attention, but the multiplicity of pos-
sible targets for this attention complicates the “affective
and attentional tunings” (Citton 2014) that are required for
the joint activity expected in a research seminar : listening

32. We have translated all quotes by French speaking authors.
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to speakers (Sessions 2 and 4), presenting research to the
group (Sessions 1 and 5), and engaging in scientific discus-
sions together (all sessions) are all activities whose scripts
are relatively well known and expected by the participants.

Attentional framing

Our attentional framing is therefore a collaborative situa-
tion that involves joint attention. Natalie Depraz (2014) de-
fines joint attention as “a structural case of relation to others
via an object that is the tangible fuel of the relationship bet-
ween two subjects, which builds intersubjectivity” (Depraz
2014, 410).
Co-attention or joint attention requires constant attentio-
nal feedback : to receive attention, one must pay attention.

The different modes of joint attention

Depraz identifies three modes of experiencing the articula-
tion between attention and intersubjectivity, or three forms
of co-attentionality that we explore here and illustrate with
examples : intersubjective attention, attentional intersub-
jectivity and interattention.
Joint attention as an experience is not homogeneous : it
can be emotional, rational, or complex. It is a “mode of
presence to” another person, a situation, an event, etc. At-
tentional practices depend on different confrontations with
other elements involved, each creating fragility : the envi-
ronment, the situation, the activity, the people, the arte-
facts and the documents.
Within the seminar, the modes of co-attention took place
within a specific organisational space which we analyse be-
low.
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The seminar as a space for attentional organisation :
attentional gestures and signs
We understand the seminar as a form of organisational fra-
ming of attention in which :

individually and collectively, individuals engage in
a dynamic process of orienting attention, construc-
ting meaning and developing appropriate responses
(Rouby and Thomas 2014, 43).

Within this system of distributed attentional processing
(Ocasio 2011, 1290), different types of behaviour (signal
selection, interpretation, action) can occur.
Analysing the attentional frameworks we are interested in
requires heuristic tools. Attention is indeed not a unitary
concept but a variety of interrelated processes that we des-
cribe here. William Ocasio (2011) differentiates three forms
of processes : attentional perspective, attentional engage-
ment, and attentional selection.

Attentional perspective, individual or collective

Attentional perspective is shaped by experience and by the
attentional roles assigned in the situation.
Attentional perspective determines, among other things,
whether or not the attentional markers posed by the partici-
pants are taken into account. Thus, if the participants chose
to orient their attentional perspective towards technical ma-
nagement, then alerts of this type would be noticed and
dealt with as a priority.

Attentional engagement

Attentional engagement is an intentional and sustained pro-
cess of allocating attention to solve a problem and make
sense of a situation.
In the case of the seminar, attentional engagement mani-
fested itself through the constantly renewed proxy of pre-
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sence of one another through the available digital devices
(guiding the Beam device, rotating the Kubi, activating a
microphone, projecting onto the wall etc.). Attentional en-
gagement took multiple forms, in a type of attentional flexi-
bility, as defined by Évelyne Rouby and Catherine Thomas
(2014).

Selective attention

The term selective attention refers to the process by which
individuals direct information processing to a specific set of
sensory stimuli at a given time.
The three processes described by Ocasio (2011) are among
the heuristic tools that allow us to understand the attentio-
nal orchestration within the seminar and the technogene-
sis of attention. We explore below how the notion of affor-
dances also contributes to this understanding.

Technogenesis of attention and attentional
affordances
In the situation under study, artefacts are in the foreground
and their role is crucial in terms of attentional frames.

Co-affordances

In our case, we cannot interpret individually the affor-
dances of the connected objects that enable communica-
tion because we are engaged in collaborative work. The si-
tuation shapes scripts where action is collective and cogni-
tion is distributed. These scripts are largely emergent.
Furthermore, following Bruno Latour and Nicolas Guilhot
(2007), we believe that “objects have the strange capacity
to be both compatible with social competences at certain
decisive moments, and the next moment, totally alien to
the repertoire of human action” (Latour and Guilhot 2007,
284), and that the situation therefore involves a high level
of uncertainty.
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This has two main consequences :
— We need to consider affordances in relation to

groups and communities of individuals, so as to
better take into account the co-influence between
individuals, groups and their social and material
environment ; we call these social affordances “co-
affordances”.

— Communicative objects serve co-presence, and
their affordances are above all attentional. The set-
up we are studying is thus composed of human and
non-human elements, and in this sense, it is hetero-
geneous because all of the technical artefacts aim to
support communication and interaction between
individuals within the framework of the research
seminar. We call the set-up in question “attentio-
nal” (attentional set-up) because it appears to sup-
port the attention required for exchange and inter-
action.

These two characteristics of the affordances of telepresence
artefacts and software are our focus in this chapter, speci-
fically, their co-construction and their relationship with at-
tention.

Corpus analysis : co-construction of the
attentional set-up
Here we describe the complexity of the seminar process
through the analysis of the sessions and interviews with the
participants.

A complex system
The complexity of the set-up is based on several aspects that
we will analyse and explain below : the multiplicity of atten-
tional foci, the complexity of the participation framework,
a deficit of perceptibility and the fact that the perspectives
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of each person are difficult to interchange. We will see that
the bidirectional circulation of attention (reciprocal atten-
tion to others), attentional intersubjectivity, is the most
challenging characteristic of joint attention in the polyar-
tefacted set-up. The non-reciprocity of perspectives makes
interactions more complex.

Multiple foci of attention

The complexity of attentional orchestration within the se-
minar is due, first of all, to the multiplicity of attentional
foci. The participants needed to pay attention to the condi-
tions that made the interaction possible (the technical set-
up), but also to the main object of the seminar, a talk for
example, and to the interactional felicity (Cosnier 2008) of
each participant in the group.
The multiplicity of focus points is combined with an audio-
visual complexity which means that the participants do not
have a comprehensive understanding of how the system
works at any given time.

Audio-visual complexity

In Session 2, we can see an example of how complex the set-
up is. The origin of the sound is difficult to identify, even for
the participants themselves, who do not know which arte-
fact is sending the sound to the remote participants, making
attention allocation and interactional ratification more dif-
ficult.
At any given moment, the participants do not necessarily
have a clear idea of how the set-up works, i.e., which ar-
tefacts are sending sound and image to the remote par-
ticipants. This complicates the attentional choreographies
(Jones 2004, 28) and requires the reconstruction of a collec-
tive and distributed apprehension of affordances, i.e., mu-
tually recognised possibilities of action for each participant,
which we call attentional co-affordances.
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The examples taken from the corpus show the complexity
of a situation where collaborative orchestration is made ne-
cessary by the absence of a comprehensive understanding
of the system by each individual.

False affordances

Hidden affordances (Gaver 1991) outline a non-participa-
tion framework or a framework of non-ratification, due to
technical problems or unperceived possibilities of action.
This impediment, which stems from the constitutive assym-
metry of the situation, requires co-construction in order to
circumvent obstacles.
In our case, false affordances are those imagined about
the perspective of others. For example, I may think that
the Beam robot can easily be moved to follow face-to-face
speech, when in fact it cannot. Or I may think that when I
speak to participants using Adobe Connect, I should look
at the wall where their image is projected. But this projec-
ted presence is a false affordance as you would actually have
to look at the camera that is filming the room in Lyon to ap-
pear to be speaking directly to participants.

Lack of mutual recognition

To add to the complexity of the situation, in the presence
of kinetic-audio-visual impediments, participants do not
know whether they are dealing with a deliberate choice
on the part of the remote participant (for example, she has
momentarily turned off her microphone to speak with so-
meone at home), non-ratification (are the participants on
Adobe silent because they have not been given the floor,
because they cannot hear what is being said in person, or
because they have been forgotten by the participants in
Lyon?) or a technical problem (for example, are the remote
participants silent because there is a momentary problem
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with the sound in the webcast, or because they have no
contribution to make at that moment ?).
We can see that the lack of reciprocity in the perception
of the situation leads the participants to wonder how they
should manage interactions with each other ³³.

Non-reciprocity of perspectives

The main feature that is challenged in the definition of co-
attention that we gave earlier is the reciprocity of percep-
tions.
Joint attention requires the mutually explicit perceptibility
of the affordances at stake in the polyartefacted situation
we are analysing, i.e., each participant must be aware of the
possibilities offered to the other by the environment and
vice versa. This awareness is not simple because the situa-
tion is new to the participants who are not used to all the
artefacts. The co-constructed intelligibility of affordances is
at the heart of the hybrid seminar as well as of our study be-
cause it makes joint attention possible. In a situation where
it is difficult to put oneself in another’s shoes, especially
when one has never used an artefact before (how can one
know that on the Kubi, the angle of vision is reduced or
needs to be adjusted if the artefact is moved manually?),
each participant’s possibilities of action must be made ex-
plicit.

The non-reciprocity of perspectives constitutive of the
system

The “Digital Presences” experimental set-up was constituti-
vely dissymmetrical from the point of view of each person’s
perspective. This is precisely why the attentional set-up nee-
ded to be constructed or reconstructed. This assymmetry of

33. Check “New norms of politeness in digital contexts”)
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perspectives can be explained from the point of view of em-
pathy.
In our set-up, there was a constitutive assymmetry due to
the fact that not all the artefacts had been tested by all the
participants. The non-interchangeability of points of view
was as much physical as mental, as it was difficult to know
what was relevant from an attentional point of view for the
Beam pilot without having used the artefact oneself.
For example, during Session 5, Christelle (the Kubi pilot)
asks the participants in Lyon to reposition the camera sen-
ding the video to the remote participants because she can-
not see what is happening in the room. The participants in
Lyon do this only because Christelle has asked them to.
In the interview conducted with Amélie by Dorothée and
Samira, this assymmetry also appears in terms of sound.
Amélie recalls a moment when she sneezed, and she did
not realise that the sound effect in Lyon was dramatically
amplified because of the adjustment of the microphones at
that moment. This detail may seem like a non-event, but it
had an impact on the group’s thought process and unders-
tanding of each other’s attentional perspectives.

Affordance blindness

From the point of view of the attentional orchestration,
this affordance blindness complicates the co-construction
of the set-up. By affordance blindness, we mean the ab-
sence of awareness of a possibility of action : Amélie is not
aware that the volume of the sound transmitted is high
even though technically this possibility of action is avai-
lable. Amélie participates in this construction later on by
turning off her microphone, when necessary, as she ex-
plains in an interview : “Afterwards, this was useful for the
following seminars, I turned off my microphone so that
when I sneezed no one could hear me”.
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This time, a strong signal was not given to her by the parti-
cipants during the interaction, but by the research data, in
this case the research videos she had started to watch.
View could also be affected by affordance blindness. Amé-
lie comments on the situation when the speakers moved the
table closer to the microphones (Session 2). She found her-
self wedged between their table and the participants’ table
in Lyon behind her.
She herself cannot rely on her perception of distance; she
is both the most geographically distant participant and the
closest from a proxemic point of view, a proximity that is
uncomfortable for her. She is aware, at the time of the inter-
view, which takes place one month after this session, of the
non-reciprocity of these aspects.

Attentional orchestration

In view of the complexity described above, we can hypo-
thesise that attentional orchestration is constructed by pla-
cing successive attentional markers during the interaction.
This allows participants to orient the attentional selection
process of the entire group, or a few members.

Placement of attentional markers

We define this marking as the production of a weak or
strong attentional signal through discourse or gestures. The
marker indicates “mutually explicit” affordance attention
(to use Depraz’s terminology) at a given moment. This mar-
ker may or may not be taken up again spontaneously, de-
pending on one’s role and contextual and temporal prio-
rities. We see in the two examples below that a marker can
be produced but not taken up immediately when the impe-
ratives and constituents of the interaction conflict with the
co-affordance to be constructed (for example, taking into
account the poor sound quality for remote participants).
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In Session 2, a cue is given regarding the fact that Tatiana
cannot hear, following a signal taken up by Josephine from
the Adobe chat projected on the wall.
This cue is not picked up on by Christine, after the initial
adjustments are made, as her priority is to ensure that the
guest speakers can give their talk, which is also being filmed
in order to be posted on the IMPEC website. Moreover, the
investment in human and material resources in setting up
the system makes any malfunctioning problematic, as it is
not a set-up that is easy to reproduce outside of a planned
event established well in advance.
Conversely, during Session 5, once the attention is focu-
sed on the problem of Christelle’s view of the room, Jean-
François then spontaneously checks that she can correctly
see what is happening in Lyon without her reminding him.
In this session, there is no external guest participating in
the seminar, which also gives the participants more room
to rework attentional markers.
A certain fluidity can even be observed, i.e., the interac-
tion does not stop during a readjustment of the possibili-
ties of action. For example, during this same session, Jean-
François gets up to adjust the position of the camera filming
the Kubi in the room in Lyon. He does so while contribu-
ting to the interaction about the diagram being drawn on
the board by Caroline.
Thus, negative affordances (Gibson 1979) for some re-
present the possibility for others of placing attentional mar-
kers which ultimately contribute to the co-construction of
the overall attentional set-up.

An example of the attentional affordances of the set-up :
projection of the screen presence of the Adobe interface

Putting people on the screen affords their presence. Projec-
ting their image on a wall was an active element of the semi-
nar. Their projections allowed the participants to be present
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to the others and was a very strong attentional focus, per-
ceptible through gestures (pointing gestures) and verbali-
sations interpreting what was projected (notably when the
participants’ image was frozen). This set-up provided atten-
tional affordances, but also false affordances.
Through its salience, the projection of the Adobe screen
both directed attention and projected the presence of the
connected participants. But the projections also introdu-
ced false affordances, directing the gaze and speech to-
wards images and not people.
During Susan Herring’s lecture (Session 6), Christelle was
connected to Adobe and her image was projected on the
wall. As Susan Herring, piloting a Beam robot, answered
a question asked by Christelle, she wanted to direct her
“body” towards her and, to do so, she directed the robot
towards the projected image of Christelle on the wall.
This example illustrates various phenomena that we have
demonstrated in this chapter : the lack of symmetry of per-
ceptions, the collective construction of the affordance net-
work providing the fluidity of interactions, false accessibi-
lities to others, the need to make one’s intentions and per-
ceptions explicit to others, and finally, the assumption of
responsibility for interattention by the group. We see in the
following section that the assumption of responsibility for
interattention involves the construction of attentional co-
affordances.

Emergence of attentional co-affordances

A trace of the construction of attentional co-affordances ap-
pears in Session 5. Christelle points out that Tatiana has pos-
ted in the chat, Morgane reads aloud what Tatiana has writ-
ten, and Jean-François replies aloud to Tatiana without her
having spoken. He is, however, explicitly addressing her.
This exchange illustrates an example of a redefinition of
mutually-explicit attention, which no longer involves gaze
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awareness, the awareness of the direction of the gaze, but
attention awareness, the awareness of the focus of attention.
Jean-François’ co-affordance action is validated since Ta-
tiana confirms that she has heard his proposal and the ex-
change that followed. Thus, the trust that Jean-François sho-
wed towards the affordance co-construction appears to be
legitimate.
In this session, the last one filmed for the research cor-
pus, mutually explicit attention is no longer based on the
convergence of gazes, but on affordance co-construction.
The participants make a constantly renewed and gradually
less risky bet that the attentional orchestration can be
built on a non-reciprocity of perspectives, affordances and
gazes.
The “Digital Presences” set-up brings into play our own and
others’ perceptibility. Our analysis has brought to light the
collective and co-constructed understanding of potentiali-
ties in a polyartefacted situation as well as the fact that this
understanding requires an attentional orchestration which
is itself co-elaborated. This reciprocal accommodation in an
artefacted environment leads to a distinction between awa-
reness of the direction of each other’s gaze or gestures, and
awareness of each other’s attentional focus. The hybrid ar-
tefacted environment thus leads to the exploration of other
ways of enabling the projection and awareness of attention.
For instance, we learned to interact in the seminar without
mutually-explicit attention as defined by Depraz, all the
while remaining confident in the interaction. We can hy-
pothesise that trust in the co-affordance construct takes the
place of mutually-explicit attention. This is a kind of meta-
vigilance as described by Livet (2016) : a vigilance to our
lack of vigilance or to our attentional neglect. In our view,
the effort involved in such an attentional set-up requires in-
dividuals to build a collective capable of managing the va-
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riety of our attentional neglects, and to be more sensitive
to them, in order to manage collective action and participa-
tion.
This effort is a dynamic process that leads to the emergence
of attentional co-affordances.
Attentional co-affordances enable co-presence and attentio-
nal orchestration. The perceptibility of these affordances is
apprehended collaboratively through the placement of at-
tentional markers, until mutually-explicit attention is achie-
ved despite the assymmetry of perspectives within the me-
dia space.
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Artefacted intercorporeality,
between reification
and personification
Samira Ibnelkaïd
Dorothée Furnon

And to say that things are structures, frameworks,
the stars of our life : not before us, laid out as
perspective spectacles, but gravitating around us
(Merleau-Ponty 1960, 269).

The new technobodily modalities of onscreen presence in-
vite us to reconceptualise the foundations of the Goffma-
nian definition of interaction as “the reciprocal influence
of individuals upon one another’s actions when in one ano-
ther’s immediate physical presence” (Goffman 1973). It fol-
lows from this definition that notions of presence, intersub-
jectivity (“reciprocal influence”), corporeality (“physical”)
and agency (“respective actions”) ought to be revisited in
light of new sociodigital practices.
During their onscreen interactions – here, notably, using a
telepresence robot – individuals undertake actions whose
authors are difficult to identify. Agency (Butler 2002) is
distributed between subject and tekhnê and produces a po-
tential indeterminacy in the assignability of the ethical res-
ponsibility of action. Between the locutor, the artefact and
the interlocutor, the question arises as to the attribution
of the interactional gesture : from its intention to its emis-
sion and its perception. All the more so since, although the
interaction may be symmetrical in nature (Maingueneau
1996), interactivity (Weissberg 2002) appears to be unila-
teral. Thus, the pilot of the robot can undertake a series of
actions and create a meaningful context that the interlocu-
tor cannot technically regulate (interactivity of the software
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in transmission and non-interactivity of the hardware in re-
ception ³⁴). This asymmetry of the interactivity with the ar-
tefact introduces an illusionary confusion between subject
and object, which are mistaken for one another, assimila-
ted to one and another, or substituted for one another. As a
consequence, the intersubjective, technical, and corporeal
modalities of presence are affected.
The definition of the body – the interface of interactions –
is thus at stake. The body, in fact, acts as a mediator. During
online interactions, one’s body is sometimes visible, often
partially perceptible and in all cases elusive. It should the-
refore be noted that :

What happens with the advent of digitalisation is a
complex hybridisation between thought and gesture,
between the computer-object and the user-subject
who deploys a skilful and unsystematic know-how,
which falls under vagueness, under approximation,
under creative improvisation as much as under rou-
tines (Frias 2004, 10).

It is thus essential to explore the new practical technobo-
dily modalities enacted in a hybrid and polyartefacted pre-
sence. Our aim is to analyse, from an interactionist and phe-
nomenological perspective, the epistemological and ethi-
cal stakes involved in a form of extended presence that en-
tails both the reification of living subjects and the personifi-
cation of communicational artefacts. This is a process that is
involved in the co-construction of an intercorporeality, of
an interworld.

34. On the Beam, the user can, for example, raise or lower the
volume of their microphone on the interface, whereas the interlo-
cutor, facing the robot, cannot control the output volume (unlike
on Skype, for example, which allows the volume to be controlled
“from both sides”).
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The technobodily modalities of (onscreen)
interaction

Interaction and subjects of action

During their interaction with others, individuals produce
multimodal actions for which they are held responsible.
This capacity of a subject to act on their environment, on
objects and on others, as well as the subject’s perception of
this faculty, is subsumed under the notion of agency (But-
ler 2002).
Agency (our acts, our thoughts, our desires are ours and we
are relatively conscious of causing and controlling them)
combined with resonance (the automatic, non-conscious
capacity that pushes us to make the emotions of others re-
sonate in ourselves) and empathy (the active process of un-
derstanding the cause of the emotional state of others and
displaying understanding and acknowledgement of their
emotions) constitute the three dimensions of interaction
that allow interactants to build social ties and ensure group
cohesion, as well as the autonomy of each individual with
respect to others (Nadel and Decety 2006). Individuals are
indeed connected to one another by resonance and empa-
thy : resonance makes them automatically reflect the atti-
tudes and expressions of others, and empathy allows them
to partially feel what others are experiencing (Tisseron et
al. 2013), so that they can, for example, provide help. On
the other hand, agency ensures that every individual is the
master of their actions, thus avoiding all confusion between
self and other.
Yet this distinction is more difficult to make when a form of
mediation between the production of an action and its per-
ception by others comes into play. During an onscreen in-
teraction, for instance, the locutor physically produces mul-
timodal activities that a digital artefact partially retransmits
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to the interlocutor. The elements appearing on the interlo-
cutor’s screen can be defined as “indexes” of action as des-
cribed by Charles Sanders Peirce (1960). The restitution of
the elements of action is jointly accomplished by the digital
tool and the user and is subject to media affordances. These
affordances “come into play during an instrumented acti-
vity and are defined as the set of possibilities and constraints
of the environment that give agents different options to act”
(Lamy 2010, 3).
Individuals and their communicational artefacts have re-
course to both natural and non-natural language as a tool
of mediation and intercession by mobilising all the semiotic
resources at their disposal to act on one another (De Fornel
2013). The notion of agency in the field of anthropology
also sheds valuable light on the distinction in the attribu-
tion of responsibility for an action between subject and ob-
ject. Anthropology brings about a decentring of the inten-
tional human subject in favour of a multiplicity of agents,
whether human or non-human (De Fornel 2013).

The corporeality of (inter)action
Whatever the nature of agency, carrying out an action ne-
cessarily involves a prior corporeal activity, whether the lat-
ter is synchronous or asynchronous, self-initiated or other-
initiated. Social interactions are by nature body-to-body
interactions (Cosnier 2004), since in fact “if the locutor
thinks and speaks with their body, the interlocutor also
perceives and interprets with their body” (Cosnier 2004).
Here we propose to rethink corporeality in social interac-
tions from a phenomenological approach insofar as the ety-
mological origin of the term “phenomenon” is found in
the Greek verb φαινεσθαι : to appear, to be shown. Appea-
ring prefigures the moment when the subject and the ob-
ject or the others come into contact : their decisive “taking
cognizance” (Heidegger 1985). As Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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explains in his Phenomenology of Perception (1945), the body
cannot be regarded as an object of the world, but rather as
the means for our communication with it.
Despite these considerations, phenomenological studies
have focused their attention so far on the relationship bet-
ween the Self and the Other and between the Self and
the object, neglecting the technical mediation of interin-
dividual relationships. However, as Stéphane Vial notes,
“in itself, every phenomenon is phenomenotechnological.
There is a transcendental technicality of appearing : i.e., an
a priori technical dimension in every phenomenal manifes-
tation or ‘phany’ ” (2013, 152). For an Other or an object to
appear to a Self and vice versa, a technical mediation is in-
deed required, whatever its form. Gaston Bachelard’s phe-
nomenotechnique reminds us that an “ontophany” – the
manifestation of a being – requires a technology as much
to occur as to be observed.
With the advent of new technologies, some perceive the
body as “an unworthy archaeological vestige that is desti-
ned to disappear” (Le Breton 2001, 20). The relationship
between the body and technologies attracts fascination and
concern insofar as it evokes the myth of a spirit that is se-
parated from the body, of an artificial being that the savant
would be able to create, of perfect communication without
misunderstanding (Flichy 2009, 11). This crisis of sensibi-
lity of the body involves a tension between two different
ways of relating to the body : namely, the tension between
a biomechanical view inherited from modernity and a vir-
tual view of the body that comes from postmodernity (Ca-
silli 2012, 6). However, the fear of the body disappearing,
“swallowed up by a computer screen is less a real risk than a
paradoxical reaction to its imaginary hypertrophy, its omni-
presence” and this is because our society elevates the body
to the status of the ultimate referent (Casilli 2009, 3). Inas-
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much as digital ontophany has a broad impact on the phe-
nomenological presence of the things themselves, this is
not a matter of the body disappearing but of new forms of
corporeal appearance (Vial 2013, 239).

Analysis of sequences of personification
and reification
Scientific positioning
Our analytical approach to technobodily modalities of
enacting onscreen intersubjectivity is based on an inter-
disciplinary methodology drawing on visual ethnography
(Banks and Morphy 1997 ; Ruby 2000; Pink 2007; Dion
2007, etc.), multimodal interaction analysis (Goffman
1973; Cosnier 2004; Mondada 2008; Kerbrat-Orecchioni
2010; Traverso 2012, etc.) and phenomenology (Husserl
1929; Merleau-Ponty 1945; Le Breton 2001; Vial 2013,
etc.). The aim is to analyse sequences of social interac-
tions from the participants’ subjective experience : from
their perception and their corporeal action both on and
off screen. Our focus is on the participants’ use of multi-
modal resources related to corporeality (verbal resources,
gesture, expressions, gaze, postures) and the multisemio-
tic resources related to the media (pictures, graphics, vi-
deos, links, techno-discursivity). Our audiovisual analysis
of interactions is based on recordings that constitute both
the medium and the object of an intrinsic analysis (embed-
ded transcription and semiotic enrichment ³⁵). The aim is
to study the participants’ technobodily behaviour in poly-
artefacted interactions both on and off screen.

35. Semiotic enrichment consists of denoting the participants’
technobodily activities by embedding signs in the audio-visual do-
cument. It participates in the visual ethnographic approach which
treats the image as an intrinsic element of the research process.
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States of mediation

Here we focus on problematic interactional sequences oc-
curring during the seminar sessions. These sequences were
subject to faulty mediation or faulty apprehension of this
mediation that lead to a suspension of the ordinary course
of action.
We identify several stages in the mediation process in a pro-
blematic situation. Firstly, there is demediation when an in-
cident occurs : communication is no longer ensured, and
the medium no longer fulfils its role and fails to serve its
purposes. Secondly, remediation attempts are made, whe-
rein the incident is dealt with, mediation is repaired, and
the medium can be relaunched, replaced, or supplemen-
ted. Finally, immediation occurs as soon as the incident has
been resolved : the medium once again fulfils its purposes,
and communication is transparent and creates the illusion
of immediate communication.
Actions are thus undertaken by the interactants to provide
technobodily mediation using multimodal and multisemio-
tic resources. Moreover, these actions are instantiated du-
ring the mediation process by the subjects, the latter em-
bodying particular functions at specific moments in the in-
teraction that we identify as follows. Sentinels ensure par-
ticipants’ extended presence and flag mediation incidents
to the procurators. They are on the lookout for signs of de-
mediation. The procurators are at the heart of the media-
tion process and ensure the presence of the interactants in a
technobodily manner. They bring about remediation. Wit-
nesses attend the interactional event and contribute to ex-
tended presence without directly intervening. They benefit
from immediation.
The identification of these instances and states of media-
tion enables us to better understand the practical techno-
bodily modalities of onscreen presence in the sequences
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that follow and, more specifically, the effects of personifi-
cation and reification that they induce. Phenomena of the
personification of artefacts refer to situations in which sub-
jects attribute human properties to the concrete objects of
mediation, endowing them with volition, power, the capa-
city to act, etc. Phenomena of reification of living beings,
on the other hand, consist of regarding the other as an ob-
ject, removing their human qualities and running the risk
of negating all forms of empathy. These phenomena can be
conscious or unconscious, intentional or unintentional.

A dual movement at work in artefactual
intercorporeality

We have analysed three interactional sequences in which a
personification of artefacts occurs (the analysis is available
in the digital version of this manuscript) :

— Sequence 1 – Humorous attribution of a partici-
pant’s sneezing to her robot

— Sequence 2 – Conferring agency to the robot du-
ring the distribution of speaking turns

— Sequence 3 – Simulation of an act of physical clo-
sing (a kiss on the cheek) addressed to artefacted
participants

We then looked at three interactional sequences in which li-
ving beings are reified (the analysis is available in the digital
version of this manuscript) :

— Sequence 4 – Polymorphic reification of the percep-
tual organs of an artefacted participant

— Sequence 5 – Assimilation of a subject to its artefact
in a remediation proposal

— Sequence 6 – “Mise en abyme” of responsibility
for the mobility of an artefacted participant when
being asked to move the robot
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Our analysis revealed a dual process of personification and
reification at work in polyartefacted technobodily media-
tion. On the one hand, a vocal-gestural attribution of arte-
factual characteristics to the living subject by others – rei-
fication – and on the other, the vocal-gestural attribution
of human characteristics to the subject’s artefact – personi-
fication. The first movement, reification, is introduced into
the interaction when the other prompts the artefact to take
action, thereby identifying the artefact, whether intentio-
nally or unintentionally, with the subject piloting it. In the
second movement, personification, when the subject acts
upon the artefact, the latter retroacts, and this retroaction
perceived by the other is assimilated to human activity. The
artefact perceived to be the subject of the action is attribu-
ted an intentionality, an agency of its own.
Moreover, the dual process of reification and personifica-
tion seems to be expressed in a differentiated apprehension
of matter. In the case of the reification of the animate, there
is an effect of “materialisation” : a process that involves
“using a material in order to give form to an abstraction”
(Chatonsky 2015). This involves “instrumentalising matter
under the authority of a conceptual enterprise” and its vi-
sual presentation aims to “translate digital data into some
sort of form (image, sound, etc.)” (Chatonsky 2015), in res-
ponse to a desire to make an abstraction sensible.
In the case of the “materiality” effect, here in the situation
of the personification of the artefact, we need to conceive
of matter as given and observe the networks woven by it
(Chatonsky 2015).
In this dual process, the artefact acquires the form of a
persona in the anthropological sense of the term : namely,
the potential of everything, whether an object or a human
being, to affirm a singular presence. This persona is enacted
in a borderline presence : a sort of ambiguous presence that
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goes through varying degrees of intensity, from the most
material to the most invisible.

Enacting an interworld
Interactants’ hybrid presence crosses physical spaces and
communication media via multimodal and multisemiotic
actions undertaken by subjects, their corporeality and their
artefacts. They draw on technobodily resources at their dis-
posal, in order to preserve communication despite the mul-
tiple space-time frameworks. These technobodily resources
are employed to flag mediation incidents (demediation), as
well as to try to resolve them (remediation) and to achieve
a state of media transparency (immediation). To this end,
the subjects coordinate and cooperate among themselves
and with the artefacts, both explicitly and implicitly, by
embodying instances such as sentinels who flag mediation
incidents, procurators who repair problems in the system
of mediation, and witnesses who participate in the interac-
tional event without intervening in the mediation process.
Gestures are thus shared. There is an extension of the cor-
poreal schema through the artefacts and the other subjects
involved in the interaction and in the extended presence
of each of the participants. Intersubjectivity is introduced
into the corporeal schema that is extended to the other,
and a form of transsubjectivity is enacted insofar as it goes
beyond and cuts across technology and distance. The bo-
dies become one, in order to interact in a complex techno-
bodily network.
The transsubjective gesture and its action form part of a
chain of distributed agency. Each of the interactants has the
opportunity to contribute to the preservation of commu-
nication by way of any significant gesture, no matter how
small. The communicative affordances and the positioning
of the bodies and the artefacts in space entail that the sub-
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jects have to cooperate, since they cannot individually un-
dertake the complex and reticular physical-digital media-
tion. The extended presence exists in the form of a flow run-
ning across subjects and artefacts. The gesture is constituted
within a chain : It is initiated by some, and continued and
completed by others, whether subjects or tekhnê. Distribu-
ted agency ensures an enlarged field of action.
Thus, every operation of percepaction is the result of a
subject-artefact-other hybridisation, which gives rise to
both the personification of the artefact and the reification
of the animate. Indeed, corporeality is artefacted and arte-
facts are embodied; there is intercorporeality in this perce-
pactive extension.
If the body of the subject and that of the other form a
single intercorporeality, objects are not left out and parti-
cipate in this network of intersubjective perception to the
extent that “our organs of perception are found both inside
and outside, they are also to be included among the things
through which we gain access to a specific dimension of a
being’s radiation” (Penayo 2016, 85).
Screen presence is thus the result of the multisemiotic, mul-
timodal and sensory expression of artefacted subjects and
involves the flesh and its extensions. The subjects are sen-
tient beings who co-construct themselves in interaction by
equipping themselves with technologies that allow them to
overcome physical distance and to manifest themselves in
multiple and reticular spatio-corporeal configurations. The
subjects thus make themselves present to each other by way
of an artefacted intercorporeality that enacts a world they
share in common : an “interworld” (Merleau-Ponty 1964,
317).
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New norms of politeness in digital
contexts
Amélie Bouquain
Tatiana Codreanu
Christelle Combe

The aim of this chapter is to redefine politeness – a linguis-
tic, semiotic and cultural concept – in a multimodal and po-
lyartefactual communication context. In this complex inter-
actional situation, different instances (determined by the
status in the group or by the communication tools) and pre-
sence indicators (from physical to artefactual and interactio-
nal presence) have been analysed. In order to highlight par-
ticipants’ behaviour and acts of politeness, we used a multi-
disciplinary theoretical framework. This chapter addresses
the following question : to what extent does the polyarte-
factual communication context affect the rituals of polite-
ness? It aims to document the group’s evolution in terms
of interpersonal relationships’ regulations from the first to
the last session. It also proposes, in the manner of H. Paul
Grice’s (1979) and Dan Sperber’s (1989) maxims, a redefi-
nition of new “rules” of politeness linked to the artefacted
context.

Theoretical framework
Based on Erving Goffman’s microsociology (1974), Pene-
lope Brown and Stephen C. Levinson’s (1978) theory of
politeness adopts “face-saving” as a model while Jonathan
Culpeper (1996) opts for “face-attack” as a model of impo-
liteness.
In order to study politeness in a polyartefactual context, we
selected the following concepts.

Face-threatening and face-flattering acts
“Face” is “the positive social value that a person actually
claims through the course of action that others assume they
have taken in a particular contact” (Goffman 1974, 9, our
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translation) and “figuration” is “an act a person does to en-
sure that their actions do not cause anyone (including them-
selves) to lose face” (1974, 15, our translation). In order to
study politeness, it is therefore necessary to observe Face
Threatening Acts (FTA) or Face Flattering Acts (FFA) (Kerbrat-
Orecchioni 1996), while taking into account the contex-
tual aspects (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2002). In our study, we
focused on the polyartefactual context, precisely postula-
ting that the same statement can be valid for a FTA in a given
context, and for a FFA in another context, and vice versa.

Politeness rituals
Kerbrat-Orecchioni proposes the following definition of
politeness rituals :

[These] are regulated practices, which are reproduced
more or less identically in identical situations… Ritual
forms are poor in informational content, but rich in re-
lational meaning. The absence of an expected ritual is
seen as a threatening symptom of a tear in the social
fabric, the consequences of which can be disastrous
(2002, 512).

Thus, speech acts in the context of face-to-face interactions
during the doctoral seminars follow a certain more or less
codified ritual.

Terms of address
The terms of address, which are composed of pronominal
forms, usually of the second person, and nominal forms of
address (NFA) that designate and name the main addres-
see (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2010), depending on the kind of
interaction in which they occur, play a particular role : a
role in the organisation and turn-taking, a role in the selec-
tion of the addressee and turn-taking, a role in strengthe-
ning the interlocutory link and the speech act and finally
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a role in relation to the interpersonal relationship (Kerbrat-
Orecchioni 2010). Their role is also essential in conversatio-
nal openings and closings.

The notion of cooperation
The notion of cooperation, which is seen in the context of
figuration by Goffman, is also studied in evolutionary bio-
logy. According to Martin A. Nowak (2006a; 2006b), in a
group, one can distinguish three types of behaviour : indivi-
duals who cooperate (cooperators and super-cooperators),
individuals who decide to stay out of cooperation (defec-
tors) and individuals who observe other agents’ behaviors
with respect to acts of cooperation and defection (discri-
minators). Nowak emphasises the cost associated with co-
operative behaviour (by providing a benefit to other indi-
viduals).

The status of the participants
The polyartefactual doctoral seminar forms in Goffman’s
sense, a team, that is :

a set of people whose very close cooperation is essen-
tial to maintain a given definition of the situation. It is
a group that is related, not to a social structure or so-
cial organisation, but rather to an interaction or series
of interactions in which the proper definition of the si-
tuation is maintained (Goffman 1973, 102).

The members of a team are interdependent and seek to give
the representation expected by the audience.
Based on the notion of a dynamic participatory framework
(Goffman 1987) and the analytical inputs of evolutionary
biology, we distinguished the following statuses :

— Passive and active interlocutory status that can
change during the interaction.
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— Ratified (or authorised) participants who are offi-
cially part of the conversational group, as eviden-
ced above all by the physical “arrangement” of this
group, and the non-verbal behaviour of its mem-
bers (distance and proxemic organisation, postu-
ral configurations, gaze network, vocal intensity)
(Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2010, 86),

— Unratified participants (spectators) – they are ex-
cluded in principle from the interaction and have
a spectator status,

— Participants who are listening and who are in the
field of view of the ratified participants,

— Intruders, and those who are not in the field of view
of the ratified participants,

— Discriminators (Nowak 2006a; 2006b) – ratified,
or unratified participants, in the field of view or out-
side the field of view, attributing value in relation
to the way the interactions are taking place or have
taken place. Discriminators observe other partici-
pants’ behaviours in order to update their opinions
about the other participants’ reputations.

In order to define the rituals of politeness in the context of
the doctoral seminar, this chapter will answer the following
research questions :

— What forms of address were used? (diachronic pers-
pective)

— What is a threatening act in a polyartefactual
context?

— What is a cooperative act in a polyartefactual
context?

— What new rules of politeness should be implemen-
ted in this context?
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Analysis and results
Nominal forms of address : diachronic evolution

In this section, we will analyse the nominal forms used to
address or designate the participants who, in order to parti-
cipate remotely in the doctoral seminar, had to use an arte-
fact (Adobe Connect, Beam or Kubi). Our analysis is dia-
chronic from the first to the last session of the corpus of
study.
In this polyartefactual context, it is necessary to take into
account the characteristics of the artefacts used, but also
the different “spheres of interaction ³⁶” that are inherent to
them.
As the system was set up, with participants connected via
the Beam and Kubi robots, Adobe Connect and the face-
to-face group, meant that there could technically only be
synchronous oral interactions (intra sphere of interaction).
However, all participants had the possibility to connect to
Adobe Connect as well – those in the face-to-face group as
well as those using Beam and Kubi – allowing for synchro-
nous written exchanges through Adobe Connect chat (in-
ter sphere of interaction).
During the doctoral seminars, all participants referred to
each other by their first names. Informal language was used
between permanent members and the use of “vous” (you,
plural) was related to addressing the group and the guest

36. By “sphere of interaction”, we mean the space open to in-
teractions that the artefact allows. Interactions can therefore take
place within this space and be characterised as inter or intra when
the interactions take place in spaces of intersection between dif-
ferent spheres (when using several artefacts), for example a com-
puter connected to the video-conferencing software is used for
a whole face-to-face group, including the artefacts present in the
room, such as Beam and Kubi remote presence robots.
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speakers (formal). Our analysis focuses on the NFA used
by face-to-face participants to refer to remote participants.
The analysis of the corpus of study at the macro level al-
lows us to define three levels of perception and representa-
tion corresponding to membership categorisation devices
(Sacks 1992). These levels influenced the designation of re-
mote participants by face-to-face participants, and in parti-
cular by the participant who has the leadership role in the
seminar :

— Group categorisation – the group effect of remote
participants, relative to the group of individuals,

— Artefactual categorisation – an artefact used to mo-
nitor the seminar remotely, relative to the object,

— Individual categorisation – identity of the remote
participant, relative to the individual.

This categorisation demonstrated by our analysis shows a
perception ranging from the general to the individual level
and thus a graduation in the representation of the group
and of the remote participants linked to the effects of pre-
sence. We conducted our analysis at the micro level through
these three categorisations.
To do so, we recorded and analysed the NFA used in each
session and noted the changes we observed between the
first and last sessions.

Group
cat.

Artefactual
cat.

Individual
cat.

Session 1 X X X
Session 2 X X X
Session 3 X X
Session 4 X
Session 5 X
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Session 1

From the very first session, in addressing others, we observe
different terms of address between face-to-face and remote
participants, as if beyond the different artefacts used by the
remote participants, there were two spaces that coexisted
through group effects : a face-to-face group and a remote
group.

Session 2

Session 2 is characterised by the presence of guest speakers.
It should be noted, however, that on three occasions the
first names of the participants were used directly to address
them, which constitutes a change in the terms of address.

Session 3 – Parts 1 and 2

The classification and division into three categorisations of
the NFA used in Session 3 shows the disappearance of the
artefactual categorisation, i.e., the designation of the parti-
cipants by the name of the artefact used, but also a more
pronounced tendency towards individual categorisation,
i.e., the use of terms of address relating to the individual
(“Amélie, Tatiana”, “the remote people”).
From this session onwards, we noted a change in the NFA
used to address the remote participants, in this case the use
of their first names to address them, particularly by Chris-
tine.

Session 4

In Session 4, only terms relating to people were used
(“Christelle would like to talk”, “Christelle, you…”, “Ah,
you didn’t turn your mic on”) ; the participants stopped
using terms relating to the representation of the remote
group (group categorisation) and to the artefacts used (ar-
tefactual categorisation).
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Session 5 – Parts 1 and 2

During Session 5, only the first names of the remote partici-
pants were used to refer to them, thus the group and artefac-
tual categorisations changed, which confirmed a real evolu-
tion between Session 1 and Session 5, and this despite the
different artefacts used, the number of participants connec-
ted remotely and the typology of the participants (member
of the research group or guest speaker).

Threatening acts and repair processes

In this section, we study different face-threatening acts in
this polyartefactual context, and the face-repairing strate-
gies implemented by the participants.
Firstly, we studied the case of a “misunderstanding”. The
scene took place during Session 2, when the moderator
welcomed two guest speakers to the seminar for the first
time. The conference took place with very poor sound
quality for the participants on Adobe Connect. Only one
Adobe Connect microphone was activated on one of the
computers in the seminar room, which was too far away
from the guest speakers.
Christelle’s will to participate and be present despite techni-
cal difficulties was manifested in her abrupt speech within
an engaged conversation, which in this case proves to be a
FTA for the face of the person being interrupted, but also
for the person committing the FTA. On both sides there
were restorative processes and group cohesion was rebuilt
around the incident.
Another form of FTA observed during the polyartefactual
seminar is linked to hyperpoliteness.
These various terms of address also proved to be a FTA for
different participants when they did not intend to speak,
either because they had nothing relevant to say on the sub-
ject, or because they could not hear properly for technical
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reasons, or because they do not necessarily felt competent
on the subject to speak in front of the entire group.

Cooperative acts as flattering acts
To illustrate the links we make between cooperative acts
and face-flattering acts, we have analysed Session 4 in de-
tail.
The interaction analysis shows that cooperative acts can be
equated with acts of politeness. Nevertheless, cooperative
participants did not necessarily impose a strategy of coope-
ration during the doctoral seminar. Groups were formed
and split by the constraint of size, positioning in the room,
strategies for occupying chairs, and the search for a place
that optimised sound and visual reception. The selection
model was thus based on the notion of technical optimum.
Cooperation was precarious and cooperative behaviours
did not emerge in a stable way either for participants in the
room or for participants at a distance. Cooperative groups
could be overwhelmed by non-cooperative choices. Howe-
ver, stable behaviours did occur when participants coope-
rate around data recording and knowledge sharing.
The acts of cooperation analysis highlight the impact of the
3D design of the room that structures the interactional envi-
ronment. This corporeality was not the same for a 2D image
projected on a wall which deprived the participants of a 3D
physical form on Adobe Connect. We could then observe
that the design of the initial experience (the seminar room,
the physical configuration and the choice of artefacts) for-
med a perceptual horizon that affected the interactions bet-
ween the seminar participants. The difficulties linked to the
projected image of Adobe Connect and to the functiona-
lities of the platform (limited visibility for people in the
room) added a degree of interactional complexity that re-
quired a degree of learning from participants of the new
“body”, the 2D projected image. While the movement of
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the 3D bodies in the room easily attracted the attention of
the participants present in the physical space of the seminar
room, the Adobe Connect image projected on the wall re-
quired an additional effort for the interactions in progress
(looking up, a passive artefact that was easily forgotten in
the absence of any sign of an anatomical and physical rea-
lity). Thus, the positioning and nature of the various arte-
facts in the physical space of the seminar room played a
considerable role.

New “maxims”
In a polyartefacted context, interaction rites must therefore
be put in place, and learning about a new “hybrid interac-
tion culture” is thus indispensable. We propose the follo-
wing maxims for a polyartefactual seminar in the manner
of Grice :

— Maxim of interactional opening – Log in 15 mi-
nutes before the interactions commence, enter the
“interactional space” (Ibnelkaïd 2015).

— Participants maxim – Introduce all the participants
by name, including those who are invisible on the
screens (or off camera).

— Platform maxim – Connect all participants to the
same platform with the same rights and ask them
to individually manage their camera and audio (mi-
crophone and sound).

— Addressing maxim – Use the person’s name or sur-
name when addressing them, position yourself fa-
cing the robot or facing the camera on the interac-
tive multimodal platform, adjust your gaze.

— Maxim of communication – When a channel is not
working (audio, mic, camera), remember to use
the other channels (chat, camera, message). Keep
an eye on each space regularly, remember to turn
off your microphone when you are not speaking.
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— Silence maxim – Learn to tolerate silence and some-
times long pauses.

— Maxim of movement – Ask the artefact user’s per-
mission before moving or adjusting an artefact.

— Maxim of interactional closing – Close the interac-
tion with all the participants and across all the arte-
facts ; do not disconnect abruptly.

The diachronic analysis of the NFAs used by the face-to-face
participants to address or designate the remote participants
showed that over a period of six months there was a strong
attenuation of the group effect (group categorisation) and
an evolution of the terms used, from designating mainly
the artefact (artefactual categorisation) to addressing parti-
cipants by their first name, and thus a disappearance of two
categorisations linked to the effects of presence in favour of
the individual categorisation.
The micro qualitative analysis of various FTA and face-
repairing strategies shows that these are often related to the
effect of the medium or a technical malfunction, and that it
is important for different participants to master not only the
artefact they are using, but also the one their interlocutor
is using. To put it more simply, ideally, all the participants
would have had practice using all the artefacts to create the
conditions for the empathy necessary for a satisfactory in-
teraction.
A group effect will always be able to operate at the level
of the co-operators and thus compensate for the poten-
tial shortcomings of other participants. The design study
of rooms where interactions using artefacts take place can
show how acts of politeness and cooperation can be in-
fluenced by the architecture and design of the space itself.
The strategy of occupying a space is strongly linked to the
search for technical optimum, and the absence of an equi-
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librium has a direct influence on acts of politeness and co-
operation.
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Autonomy and artefactual presence
in a polyartefacted seminar
Amélie Bouquain
Christelle Combe
Joséphine Rémon

As presented in the introduction of this book, three tele-
presence devices were used in the seminar : the telepre-
sence robots Beam and Kubi as well as the web conferen-
cing software program Adobe Connect. In this chapter, in
the light of work in interactive multimodal communication
and more specifically in robot-mediated communication
(Herring 2013; Takayama and Go 2012; Takayama and Har-
ris 2013; Neustaedter et al. 2016; Sirkin et al. 2011 ; Ga-
ver 1992), we interrogate the notion of artefactual presence
through a comparative study of the affordances of these de-
vices. We ask how the effects of presence related to each de-
vice define an artefactual presence or an interactional pre-
sence, depending on the interactional co-construction im-
plemented by the participants. To what extent do effects of
presence vary according to the artefact or a particular de-
vice and in the co-construction of its use by the different
members? Our study is based on interviews with partici-
pants (Amélie, Jean-François, Samira, Christelle) which we
cross-reference with the analysis of certain critical moments
in the video corpus of the sessions.

Theoretical framework
Several studies in multimodal communication and human-
computer communication have demonstrated the charac-
teristics of the different telepresence devices used and their
effects on communication.
The researchers point to parameters such as rotation or field
of view, but also to characteristics of the mediated space
(within which the interaction takes place), such as the lack
of symmetry in the transmission and reception of sound
and image between the different participants.
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An approach focused on interaction and not on
geographical location
In studies on meetings involving co-located and remotely
located participants, the geographical location is often em-
phasised. The meeting with the co-located participants is
defined as a “hub” while the remote location, present in
the form of a “proxy” or artefact enabling the remote par-
ticipant to participate (screen, video camera, speaker, mi-
crophone), is a “satellite” (Sirkin et al. 2011, 163). This
“hub/satellite” view thus focuses on the technical device
and not on the experience of the interaction.
In our study, in contrast, we do not consider one place as
the “hub” and another as a “satellite”. This is because there
were sometimes fewer participants in the seminar room
than online, and because there were different “satellite lo-
cations” (as opposed to a single satellite individual in the
case of Sirkin et al.). Thus, in order to correspond to the ac-
tual lived experience, the present/remote dualism must be
overcome in favour of an approach centred on interaction
and not on geographical location.

Engagement and mobility
Other researchers have studied telepresence devices from
the perspective of interactional engagement and move-
ment effects. Herring (2013, 1), for example, points to diffi-
culties with Adobe Connect-type devices, including sound
and visualisation issues, participant fatigue, difficulty in fee-
ling engaged in the interaction, and frustrations with spea-
king difficulties :

However, currently popular teleconferencing tools
(e.g., Skype, Adobe) are limited in various respects.
Even when video is added to audio communication,
remote participants often cannot see or hear everyone
at the remote location, may feel disengaged and fa-
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tigued (because more effort is required to pay atten-
tion), and may experience interactional frustration
due to difficulty getting the floor and identifying who
is speaking (e.g., Egido 1990 ; Sirkin et al. 2011).

This difficulty in feeling engaged is partly due to the lack
of possibility of movement. According to Gaver (1992,
21), the possibility of exploring the environment through
movement is not a constitutive characteristic of mediated
spaces since the cameras and microphones are fixed and
controlled by the people on site. According to the author,
being online feels more like watching television than ha-
ving control over a perceptual exploration.
Conversely, “kinetic proxies” (which can be set in motion,
such as the Beam or Kubi) allow for a hybrid approach (Sir-
kin et al. 2011, 166) by combining motion and video image,
as opposed to a robot which would be a simple avatar of the
remote person. The artefact thus represents the remote par-
ticipant and reminds the group of their presence through
movement or rotation. According to the study led by Sirkin
et al., the quality of conversational engagement is higher
when motion is possible :

The motorized action brought the remote person to
life. Hub participants were able to perceive the satel-
lite’s attention in motion through the swivelling of the
display (2011, 176).

Compared to a video-conferencing device, the Kubi’s rota-
tional mobility creates an additional effect of presence (Her-
ring 2013, 3). In addition to its small size, its screen can be
rotated to follow the conversation. However, the Kubi can-
not be entirely piloted in the same way as the Beam (Her-
ring 2013, 3) since it has to be carried from one place to
another by a human agent.
Sirkin et al. (2011) have also revealed undesirable effects of
motion. Rotation can be interpreted as a disruption, and as
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an interruption for the remote participant who must ope-
rate this rotation. When the participant rotates the device
to face an interlocutor, it can be perceived as though they
are “turning their back” on other participants :

screen motion towards one person is more akin to tur-
ning one’s back (rather than one’s head) towards so-
meone else (Sirkin et al. 2011, 164).

Another difficulty is that head movements and rotational
movements of artefacts are not always interpreted in the
same way, as participants seek to attribute intelligibility to
these movements, even though some may be mere inci-
dents lacking any communicative purpose.
We study these various movement effects in our context,
and analyse below how they combine with characteristics
of autonomy (see ”Analysis and results”).

Disrupted reciprocity of perceptions in the
mediated space
In the field of human-computer interaction, Gaver (1992,
17) compares the affordances of an unmediated situation
with a media space defined as a space created by “computer-
controllable networks of audio and video equipment used
to support synchronous collaboration”. He identifies the
following characteristics of the latter space : distant colla-
boration, restricted field of vision, impossible detailed ins-
pection, limited peripheral awareness, biased sound trans-
mission, limited perceptual exploration, and discontinuity
of spaces that make speech turns and communicative be-
haviours more difficult. These characteristics apply to the
situation we analyse in this study.
Media spaces are also characterised by anisotropy, i.e., the
non-reciprocity of perceptions in the mediated space ³⁷, in

37. See chapter “Attentional affordances in an instrumented se-
minar”.
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contrast to air (i.e., face-to-face communication). This term
comes from physics and is applied when the properties of
an object vary according to direction. As Gaver (1992, 23)
explains, air is isotropic and allows for reciprocity of per-
ceptions ³⁸ :

Air is isotropic with respect to light and – unless it is
moving – with respect to sound as well. This means
that air affords reciprocal communication, that people
can predict what their partners will see and hear by
what they themselves see and hear.

Screen mediation therefore disrupts this reciprocity by
making the exchanges anisotropic. This is reflected, for
example, in the difficulty for participants in the seminar
room to know precisely what a remote participant is loo-
king at. Sirkin et al. (2011) point out the importance for the
remote participant to have an broad view of a space, so as
to be able to follow which attentional foci ³⁹ are being ac-
tivated. Many parameters may be unknown to the partici-
pants in the seminar room (Sirkin et al. 2011, 164) : this is
the case, for example, of the angle of view of the remote par-
ticipant’s camera or the size of their computer screen. Fur-
thermore, according to these authors, the “TV presenter ef-
fect” makes face-to-face participants feel as though they are
all being looked at simultaneously if the satellite is looking
at the camera, or all neglected if it looks away. They also
note the “skip-over effect”, whereby the remote participant
tends to be neglected despite the presence of the face-to-
face artefact that represents them.
At the end of this brief literature review, we note that the
complexity of the situation is due in particular to the ani-

38. See chapter “Attentional affordances in an instrumented se-
minar”.

39. See chapter “Attentional affordances in an instrumented se-
minar”.
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sotropy of the mediated space, as well as to the affordances
of the telepresence devices used, depending on the possibi-
lities of movement or rotation, but also depending on the
way these movements happen and are interpreted by the
participants. On the basis of these elements, we can now
analyse the interactional characteristics of our corpus and
the effects of presence they generate.

Analysis and results
Remote communication devices present different poten-
tialities of movement, vision and hearing, which have
impact in terms of presence effects, around issues of
transmission/reception, and visibility/invisibility or pre-
sence/absence : one can be present and invisible to others
or visible and absent. These effects of presence define an ar-
tefactual presence or an interactional presence, depending
on the interactional co-construction implemented by the
participants. We define artefactual presence as the presence
of the object with a reduced possibility of interaction, as
opposed to interactional presence which allows an indivi-
dual to take their place in the interaction without hindrance.
As we will see below, it is mainly the issues of autonomy
of movement and visual and sound adjustment that deter-
mine the objectal or interactional status of the pilot and her
artefact. These presence effects bring into play conviviality,
stealth ⁴⁰, reactions to solicitation or orders as well as tem-
porality (beginning/end).

Autonomy of rotation and movement
Rotations and movements are characterised by parameters
of autonomy : are movements possible or impossible, auto-

40. We mean stealth in the military sense of being designed to
avoid detection by using a variety of technologies that reduce si-
gnature.
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nomously driven or dependent on others? The movement
must also be considered in terms of the starting position :
was this chosen by the user? Additionally, is the movement
translational and/or rotational (is it a head or artefact rota-
tion; slow or fast rotation; discreet or noisy rotation)? A
distinction will therefore be made between movement in
production and the effect of movement in reception.

Movement range of the Beam

Our experimentation showed us that the Beam offered its
user only a relative autonomy of movement.
In Session 2, we find another illustration of the limitations
of the Beam’s possibilities, when the presence of the arte-
fact seems to be spatially related to group presence.
When the speakers move their table to get closer to the mi-
crophone that is transmitting the sound to the remote parti-
cipants, Amélie, the Beam user, has situated the Beam bet-
ween this table and the tables behind her, where the parti-
cipants in Lyon are seated.
Even if she experiences this change of configuration as un-
comfortable, she cannot move because she is hampered by
the tables which limit her movements and make it difficult
to move to another part of the room :

It’s true that, wow, when they came closer, I felt that
the normal distance, the interpersonal distance bet-
ween people, was completely disrespected, they were
practically up against me […] it wasn’t very comfor-
table.

In this case, the comfort of the remote person is replaced
by that of the participants in the seminar room.
In other cases, the Beam pilot can sometimes exercise auto-
nomy in piloting the artefact, as we explain now.
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Effect of presence of the Beam’s autonomous piloting

In Session 3 (group work), we see an example of the effect
of presence of the Beam’s movement, which is also com-
mented on by the pilot in an interview.
During the group discussion, the Beam starts to rotate
slightly on its wheels and then suddenly moves towards
the centre of the room. Christine exclaims, “Oh, she sca-
red me!” and Morgane, putting her hand over her heart,
says “Oh my goodness !” However, the interruption does
not last more than 5 seconds.
From our analyses, artefactual or interactional presence de-
pends on perception by others as much as oneself. In an
anisotropic mediated space, participants rely as much on
the perception of others as on their own perception in an
attempt to reconstruct a comprehensive perception and al-
low the interaction to function.

Artefactual presence of the Kubi

Our analyses identify different situations in which the pre-
sence of the artefact pilot is reduced to artefactual presence.
Artefactual presence can take over, for example, through
a request for permission to move the artefact by someone
else. This request points to a potential interactional pre-
sence, even if sometimes the artefact is rotated even though
the pilot has not responded to a request for permission.
So although the Kubi does have a certain rotational auto-
nomy, it still needs to be mastered and must correspond to
the configuration at a given moment and in a given space. In
some cases, such as above, artefactual presence is brought
to the fore.

Audio-visual autonomy
In addition to the effects of movement, the angle of vision
is also a determining parameter. As a whole, the artefactual
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communication situation at stake is complex. Firstly, the
Kubi user has to choose a setting that allows her to adjust
the view on the computer screen. Secondly, the camera wi-
thin the seminar room that transmits the image to Adobe
Connect must also be adjusted to produce suitable visual
content. The combination of these two actions allows the
Kubi user to feel like they are part of the situation. While
face-to-face participants can visually scan a space, remote
artefact participants may not see the technical solutions de-
ployed in the room, for example, or certain actions, such
as drawing on the board. For the purposes of this paper,
we distinguish between audio-visual autonomy and auto-
nomy of movement, but audio-visual perception and au-
tonomous or provoked movement are of course interde-
pendent, because if the angle of vision is a barrier to interac-
tional felicity, then remediation involves positional adjust-
ment, either autonomous or assisted.

Limitations in the field of vision and rotation of the Kubi

The Kubi’s field of vision is limited and must be set by the pi-
lot, which has implications in terms of artefactual presence.
Interactional presence implies at times an artefactual pre-
sence; in order to be or become present, one has to transiently
pass through moments of artefactual presence, for instance,
 when one is assisted by another participant and is momen-
tarily recategorised, not as a pilot, but as an object.

Adjusting the Kubi’s field of vision

The Kubi’s limited field of vision deprives the pilot of some
of the interactions that take place in Lyon.

Adjustment of the camera’s field of vision in the seminar
room

The Kubi pilot depends on the help of the participants in
Lyon to adjust her angle of vision, which moderates her in-
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teractional power. In contrast, the Beam pilot can adjust
her field of view autonomously. She has greater agency in
this respect.

The “back” of the Beam

Even though the Beam pilot can move the device autono-
mously, she still has a limited field of vision of what is hap-
pening behind the artefact. Our analysis of the video de-
monstrates this limitation, and the Beam pilot confirms it
in an interview.
The choices made about the issues of transmission and re-
ception, such as adapting the Adobe Connect software for
hybrid use (a group in a room/individuals in separate lo-
cations), had consequences for audio reception (e.g., par-
ticipants on Adobe Connect could not hear participants
in the room) or visual reception (e.g., participants in the
room could not tell apart the silhouettes of participants
on Adobe Connect.) who were against the light. These dif-
ferent types of perceptual (motion and audio-visual) auto-
nomy influence the availability and participation regimes
allowing the interaction to function.

Participatory autonomy
The technical choices and the potentialities of each de-
vice have an impact on participation. By participatory au-
tonomy we mean the regulation initiated by the individual
of their involvement in the interaction.
Issues of availability for being spoken to can appear accor-
ding to whether the artefact allows a participant to partici-
pate in the interaction in reception or in transmission.

Difficulty in calling the Beam

The participants found it easier to address the Adobe
Connect users than the Beam pilot. Morgane explains in
an interview that she tried several times and through seve-
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ral channels (signs, chat, email, SMS) to contact Amélie, the
Beam pilot, without success.

Difficulty in giving a strong visual signal when using the
Kubi or Adobe Connect

The Kubi or Adobe Connect users also found it difficult to
speak up. In the Kubi, unless you speak up and impose your
voice, you cannot address the rest of the group.
In the Adobe Connect chat function it is equally difficult to
send a strong signal.
More broadly, we can thus question whether participation
in the interaction is subject to regimes that could be descri-
bed as artefactual, in the sense that they are dependent on
the artefact, or the telepresence device used.

The chat as a space for autonomous or relayed
communication

Still from the point of view of participatory autonomy, we
see in this section that the communication space of the
chat is ambivalent, in that it sometimes allows participation
in the overall interaction, not in an autonomous way but
through the on-site participants, and sometimes generates
a separate space for autonomous communication.
The remote participants using Adobe Connect all have ac-
cess to the chat. Some participants in the room are also
connected to Adobe Connect and use the chat, which is
projected, but despite this, the content of the chat some-
times has to be relayed ⁴¹.
The social aspect of the chat is pointed out in interviews by
various members of the team.
On the contrary, Amélie, the Beam pilot, indicates in an in-
terview that it was difficult for her to access the communica-

41. See chapter “Attentional affordances in an instrumented se-
minar”.
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tion space created by the chat function (unless she manipu-
lated both the Beam and Adobe Connect interfaces simulta-
neously). Jean-François and Samira both point out the com-
partmentalisation aspects of the chat.
The chat is sometimes a space for autonomous exchanges,
whose participants no longer want to be part of the general
group interaction.
Below we explore constraints or orders in terms of parti-
cipation in the interaction from the point of view of au-
tonomy and intention. These elements involve screen pre-
sence, the necessity of thinking about framing of one’s own
picture from the viewer’s point of view, or hyper-exposure
when speaking.

Over-ratification and over-exposure

Based on the concept of ratification (Goffman 1981), we
analyse examples of what we call “over-ratification” : an
exposed and undesirable ratification from the point of
view of remote participants ⁴² ; and of what we call “hyper-
exposure”, i.e., taking a conversational turn without wan-
ting to.
Unwanted exposure sometimes occurs via an incidental au-
dio hyper-exposure, which takes over a speech turn wi-
thout the person intending to. For example, when the
Beam user sneezes at home ⁴³, due to the anisotropy of the
mediated space, she does not realise that the sound effect
is dramatically amplified in the room.

Voluntary hypo-exposure

The anisotropy of the mediated space (Gaver 1992, 234),
i.e., the fact that the space has different characteristics de-

42. See chapter “New norms of politeness in digital contexts”.
43. See chapters “New norms of politeness in digital contexts”

and “Artefacted intercorporeality, between reification and perso-
nification”.
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pending on the orientation, makes it possible to spy on
others, or to be artefactually present while being absent, or
on the contrary to “arrive” unnoticed by the participants in
the room.
The Beam’s “zoom” function in particular can give the user
a stealthy presence, unbeknownst to the other participants.
But while the robot’s movement creates an effect, its immo-
bility is not synonymous with inactivity, even if the partici-
pants in the room do not realise it.
Generally speaking, affordances are negotiated by taking
into account a set of parameters, such as the delayed adjust-
ments of the Beam in this case.
We have seen through this study that the effect of presences
linked to each device define an artefactual presence or an
interactional presence, depending on the interactional co-
construction implemented by the participants. The issues
of autonomy of movement and visual and sound adjust-
ment determine the objectal or interactional status of the
user and the device they are using.
The duality between objectal and interactional status does
not presume interactional felicity. Artefactual presence so-
metimes corresponds to the user’s intention in that it al-
lows discretion, just as interactional presence can then go
against the user’s intention in that it sometimes creates si-
tuations of over-ratification. Artefactual presence can be ex-
perienced against one’s will (e.g., the Beam is moved du-
ring the break and when the pilot reconnects it has no cues)
or can be taken advantage of (e.g., the Beam pilot uses the
zoom function unobtrusively while the participants in the
room are unaware that the pilot is connected, or the Beam
is moved by others, which facilitates the interaction). Si-
milarly, interactional presence can be experienced against
one’s will (e.g., the floor is explicitly given to participants
online when they have nothing in particular to say at that
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moment) or can be taken advantage of (e.g., when a re-
quest in the chat is relayed to the room verbally).
To conclude this analysis, we propose the following table
to sum up these categories :

Artefactual
presence

Interactional
presence

Against
one’s
ratification
will

Exemple : Being
inappropriately
moved by others

Example :
Over-ratification

Taken
advantage
of

Example : Being
moved by others
with interactional
intent

Example : chat
contribution
relayed orally in-situ

In addition to an analysis centred around the characteris-
tics of the telepresence devices used, the regulations invol-
ving the regimes of autonomy are played out in the inten-
tions of each person and their interpretation, which allow
interactions to be co-constructed in a polyartefacted hybrid
context, within an artefacted-interactional community.
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Digital bugs and interactional
failures in the service of
a collective intelligence
Samira Ibnelkaïd
Caroline Vincent

The emergence of communication networks and interfaces
has brought about a reconfiguration of individuals’ modes
of presence and modalities of interaction. Onscreen interac-
tional experiences have led to the creation of new linguistic
resources and of a renewed relationship to space and time,
as well as to others and to oneself.
The reticular and diffracted aspect of these new forms of in-
teraction entails the development of a new technobodily
literacy. Individuals need to adapt to the conversational fai-
lures inherent to all social interaction (Kerbrat-Orecchioni
1990; Traverso 1999; Béal 2010) and the “technical bugs in-
trinsic to digital technologies” (Vial 2012). The versatility of
digital matter (Vial 2012) and the fragility of social interac-
tion (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1996) show how much commu-
nication is co-constructed and based on cooperation. Du-
ring their onscreen experience, individuals need to collabo-
rate in order to initiate, maintain, preserve and repair the
flow of communication, in particular, during critical epi-
sodes that are inevitable in polylogal, polyartefacted inter-
actions.
This raises the question of the methods used by interactants
to deal with these critical episodes. How does the group
identify and overcome digital bugs and interactional fai-
lures during onscreen interactions, and how does it enacts
a collective intelligence ?
Our study started with an ethological description of a cri-
tical episode in which we observed the difficulties partici-
pants encounter in trying to make their activities accoun-
table and the ethnomethods they develop to overcome
these difficulties. This description was accompanied by a
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transdisciplinary synthesis of the results of the three main
axis of our research : the study of attention from a commu-
nicational point of view, that of corporeality in a phenome-
nological approach, and that of politeness from an interac-
tionist perspective. Finally, these new theoretical-analytical
findings were linked to the discursive analysis of the final as-
sessment questionnaires completed by participants, in par-
ticular, on the key points of their experience and their re-
commendations.

Failures and bugs : Incidents inherent to
(onscreen) communication
Verbal interactions and their failures

Interactional felicity

During their interactions, individuals are constantly trying
to understand their interlocutor and to make themselves
understood by them. Participants employ a variety of mul-
timodal and multisemiotic resources to maintain this intel-
ligibility.
Interactional felicity thus consists in the speaker being able
to express a thought, to make it understood or gain appro-
bation for it, to share an opinion, etc. (Cosnier 1996). This
felicity is determined by the answers to the speaker’s four
questions : Do you hear me? Are you listening to me? Do
you understand me? What do you think about it ? (Cosnier
1996).

Interactive bricolage

But this affective framing does not come into being wi-
thout incidents. The constant search for interactional feli-
city regularly entails adjustments inasmuch as communi-
cation necessarily involves malfunctions. The interactionist
approach defines an interactional malfunction as “a linguis-
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tic phenomenon that transgresses a rule of the ideal func-
tioning of interaction” (Sandré 2009, 69). These malfunc-
tions are interactional failures (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1990;
Traverso 1999).
These conversational incidents reveal the processes through
which interactants engage in a cooperative process that
seeks to prevent communication from coming to a full stop.
It is thus clear that a social interaction rarely takes place wi-
thout linguistic snags ; failure is an intrinsic element of com-
munication. What is important for participants is not simply
trying to avoid failures, but, above all, learning to deal with
them and to overcome them.

Digital technology and its bugs

The volatility of digital matter

When interactions take place through screens, participants
also have to deal with incidents related to digital techno-
logy. Technology is itself a source of failures. As Stéphane
Vial (2013, 213) explains, versatility is one of the intrinsic
structural characteristics of digital phenomena, since “bugs
are consubstantial with calculated matter” (2013, 213) ; a
digital artefact “cannot live without bugs” (2013, 214). Al-
though, software programs and algorithms were created by
humans, they do not guarantee perfectly controllable func-
tioning a priori.
Nonetheless, it is still difficult to understand and accept
the element of the unknown and unpredictable that digital
technology introduces into our communication and our ex-
perience of the world, in the sense that there is a paradox
between the growing power of these tools and their per-
manent fragility. Their users expect these ultra-connected,
high-performance devices to respond to their needs right
away, and they thus become more and more intolerant of
technical incidents or bugs. Inasmuch as this instability is
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intrinsic to digital equipment, we need to develop a digital
literacy that includes education about digital versatility. We
need to learn to live with bugs : to accept their effects and
to circumvent the damage they cause (2013, 216).

The collective and its intelligence

Construction of membership

Well-functioning onscreen interactions are based on the
participants’ ability to make themselves visible and to make
their productions and the activities in which they are situa-
ted intelligible. How social actors grasp the construction
of intelligibility is at the heart of ethnomethodological re-
search. This approach

seeks to analyse the social world not as it is given, but
rather as it is continually in the process of being made,
continually emerging, as an orderly, intelligible and fa-
miliar objective reality (Quéré 1990, 75).

Harold Garfinkel (1967), the founder of ethnomethodo-
logy, defined it as an approach that

analyzes everyday activities as members’ methods
for making those same activities visibly-rational-and-
reportable-for-all-practical-purposes, i.e., “accountable”,
as organizations of commonplace everyday activities
(1967, vii).

The concept underlying this whole approach, accountabi-
lity, alludes to the fact that (re)cognisability, intelligibility
and describability are essential properties of action (Mon-
dada 2006, 117).
Participants in the interaction then have to share a natural
language in common; they draw on specific ethnomethods
to organise their interaction. These shared ethnomethods
form the basis of membership. Participants become “mem-
bers” of a group by mastering a common language, which
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also includes unsaid elements, allusions and deictics (etc.),
which are not intelligible to non-members.

Enacting collective intelligence

The actions undertaken by members of a group that is part
of a collaborative arrangement can thus be viewed as the
co-construction of a form of collective intelligence (Levy
1994). This means

understanding in a more and more precise and ope-
rative way how human groups function when they
are engaged in a cooperative activity using networked
computers or mobile terminals (Levy 2003, 106).

Collective intelligence can take various forms depending
on the contexts in which it emerges, the communities and
their members. However, its co-construction involves inva-
riable underlying characteristics : local and limited informa-
tion from each member of the collective, a restricted set
of basic rules, multiple and reticular interactions, and an
emergent structure that is beneficial to both the individual
and the group.
In a general sense, collective intelligence is thus defined
as “the emergent behaviour of a heterogeneous network
dynamic involving people, technical devices and messages
(composed of symbols)” (Levy 2003, 113).
Three types of networks are outlined in a dynamic of inter-
dependence :

— A network of signs (knowledge and messages),
— A network of beings (ethics and people),
— A network of things (abilities and equipment).

The sense of personal efficacy

There is an unbreakable link between an individual and
the community in which they evolve. In order for indivi-
duals to feel involved in collective evolution, they have to
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become aware of their relevance and their efficacy within
the group. Albert Bandura (1980) developed the concept
of the sense of personal efficacy (SPE) and introduced the
idea that individuals’ subjective perception of their chances
of success has a decisive influence on their behaviour.
We employ the concept of SPE to measure its diachronic
evolution among the seminar participants.

Analysis of the onscreen enaction of
collective intelligence
Here we examine the ethnomethods used by interactants
to deal with critical episodes occurring in a polyartefacted,
screen-based hybrid experience. How does the group iden-
tify and overcome digital bugs and interactional failures in
digital interaction and how, simultaneously, does it enact a
form of collective intelligence?

Ethological observation of a critical episode
In keeping with our reflexive, ethological and ethnometho-
dological approach, we start by observing the occurrence
of a critical episode (analysis available in the digital version
of this manuscript).

Description of a critical episode

We define critical episodes as moments in which commu-
nication for one or more participants, who are unwittingly
excluded from the participation framework, has to be re-
established in real time.
The ex-situ participants could not always easily verbalise
a technical problem : verbalisations interrupt the seminar
and require the group to focus momentarily on the techno-
logy, thus generating an interactional fail. In the case of a
conference, for example, giving an alert would mean inter-
rupting the lecturer(s), which could be problematic if the
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participant(s) were not fully confident in the ability of the
group to re-establish communication swiftly.
The lived experience varies for participants situated in dif-
ferent communicative spaces. This asymmetry of percep-
tion, along with the impossibility of fully comprehending
the subjective experience of the other, leads the partici-
pants first to wonder – does the sound problem signal-
led on Adobe allow adequate listening comfort for the re-
mote participants? Do they need help ? Can I do something
about the problem or is it simply a bug that I cannot do
anything about? Am I capable of intervening? – and then
to undertake a collective effort at co-constructing durable
ethnomethods that allow them to make communication in-
telligible and fluid and their activities accountable.
It is also important to make one’s own perception intelli-
gible and visible to others, so that they can choose to act
(or not) upon obstacles, failures or other bugs.
In the conditions of this experience as it was unfolding,
a devolution (Brousseau 1998) was required for the semi-
nar to function smoothly for the remote participants : i.e.,
responsibility is transferred from the latter who are expe-
riencing difficulties to the participants who are physically
present in the seminar room.

On the importance of managing critical episodes and their
diachronic evolution.

Disengagement

Critical episodes are thus crucial moments, since how they
are dealt with may lead participants to disengage from the
situation.
If participants in difficulty did not receive the expected
help during the critical episode, this does not mean that the
others were indifferent to what they were experiencing. On
the contrary, we see that the difficulties of the remote parti-
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cipants also constrained their own participation and made
them uncomfortable. At that precise moment (situated at
the very start of the seminars), they simply did not know
how to deal with the situation and undoubtedly were re-
luctant to interrupt the guest lecturers yet again.

Diachronic evolution

Our results showed that not only the group’s technical
skills, but also the sense of personal efficacy (Bandura 1980)
of both the group and the individuals evolved over time.
The number of technical problems (whether reported or
not) did not decrease, but participants became more confi-
dent in the group’s capacity to resolve them swiftly and ef-
ficiently, so that they do not refrain from signalling them
when they did occur. This phenomenon is confirmed by
the questionnaires completed at the end of each seminar
and by the verbal interactions recorded during the semi-
nars, in which we found self-congratulations and references
to the fact that the bugs and failures were resolved more and
more quickly.

Key points on the subjective experience of
participants and recommendations

The focus of our interest here is, more precisely, the first and
last questions addressed to the twelve participants in the
final assessment questionnaire.

Question 1 : “What are the most striking aspects of your
experience in the seminar this year?”

In addressing this question, we can distinguish between ap-
proaches depending on the modalities and instantiations
of presence. We bring together the responses of members
who regularly :
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— made use of ex-situ artefacts (Amélie, Christelle, Li-
ping, Samira),

— embodied the role of sentinel (Caroline, Jean-
François, Joséphine),

— embodied the role of technical or verbal procurator
(Christine, Dorothée, Morgane),

— embodied the role of witness (Mabrouka, Yigong)
It should be noted that these categorisations are fluid and
dynamic and that a member can be affiliated with several
of these categories in practice.
The ex-situ artefacted members have in common the fact
that, in their responses, they emphasised their relationship
to the artefacts more than to the other participants.
As for the members who regularly embodied the role of sen-
tinel, they point out the permanent need to be alert, as well
as the innovative character of the experience, which entai-
led multidisciplinarity and a divergence of profiles, but a
convergence of objectives.
The members who mainly embodied the role of procurator
invoke above all the group’s benevolence and the solidarity
of the collective.
Finally, the members who mainly embodied the role of wit-
ness emphasise, above all, the reflexivity and distance ta-
king that is specific to their experience.
The key points identified by the participants in this hybrid
experience match the properties of collective intelligence
as defined by Pierre Levy (2016). The ex-situ artefacted
members highlight the network of things with their focus
on resources and equipment ; the sentinels, the knowledge
network with epistemic and message capital ; and the pro-
curators, the network of beings with ethical and social capi-
tal. The complementarity of the actors and the maintenance
of the networks thus allow this unique group to enact a
form of collective intelligence.
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Question 4 : “Which advice would you give to someone
who would like to use a mixed on-site/remote system?”

Here again, the participants’ responses reveal elements that
are characteristic of the co-construction of membership and
the enaction of collective intelligence transcending interac-
tional failures and digital bugs. The participants who made
the recommendations summarised here are indicated in pa-
rentheses.
Regarding the network of signs :

— Create shared and participatory online spaces and
take notes in them, so that everything is accessible
to everyone, anywhere and at any time (Caroline,
Christelle).

— Establish rules of communication prior to the hy-
brid experience (Christine, Jean-François).

Regarding the network of beings :
— Designate specific roles (Christelle, Christine, Sa-

mira) or at least choose a moderator to be on the
lookout for signs from the participants and to dis-
tribute speaking turns (Joséphine) or create in-situ
– ex-situ pairs (Samira).

— Develop multimodal attention competencies (Li-
ping, Yigong, Joséphine) and learn how to manage
artefactual affordances, gazes and postures (Jean-
François).

— Preserve the necessary mutual understanding in the
group (Morgane).

Regarding the network of things :
— Integrate the different artefacts gradually within the

overall apparatus as each becomes stabilised (Amé-
lie, Dorothée) and choose which to use depen-
ding on roles and activities (Christelle, Samira) or
make use of a single type of artefact (Mabrouka, Yi-
gong) and, in that case, prioritise the robots (Jean-
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François and, more specifically, the Kubi for parti-
cipants and the Beam for speakers (Christelle).

— Provide back-up equipment and a plan B for all the
elements of the apparatus (Caroline) and pay spe-
cial attention to the quality of the equipment (Mor-
gane) and of the Internet connection (Dorothée).

— Rely on the technical team to install and maintain
the digital set-up (Caroline, Christelle, Joséphine,
Morgane) or give each participant training in how
to use the artefacts or provide a sort of instruc-
tion manual for the communication tools (Chris-
tine, Jean-François, Samira).

The recommendations make clear that the participants have
a common perception of the socio-technical challenges in-
volved and an implicit awareness of the network dynamics
underlying the emergence of collective intelligence and ba-
sed on the complementarity of the members and their confi-
dence in their ability to cooperate. One of the participants
formulates the main recommendation that transcends all
the others : “accept that technical problems are an integral
part of the set-up” (Joséphine). Participants thus simply
need “to try to keep the margin of improvisation to a mini-
mum, since something unexpected is going to happen no
matter what” (Caroline).
The multidimensional approach in this reflexive etholo-
gical study of the enaction of screen presence has eluci-
dated the ecology of the unique experience of a hybrid
polyartefacted research seminar in a transdisciplinary way.
The ethnomethodological description of a critical episode,
along with the transdisciplinary synthesis of the results of
the work done along the three main axis of our research
and the discursive analysis of the final assessment question-
naires, have revealed what we call the technobodily ethno-
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methods used by participants to anticipate, work around
or resolve incidents that occur during critical episodes.
Our approach to this hybrid experience reveals that iden-
tifying and resolving interactional failures and digital bugs
requires mutual attention, precautionary face work and dis-
tributed agency. Moreover, technical and conversational
incidents prove to be beneficial inasmuch as they contri-
bute to the co-construction of collective intelligence (Levy
1994) and enacting a group ethos that does not reduce
the number of critical episodes, but qualitatively improves
how they are dealt with. This process reinforces the sense
of efficacy (Bandura 1980) in both individual and collec-
tive capacities for remediation. Presence is maintained in a
dynamic process of balance and interdependence among
the networks of subjects, of things and of signs.
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Research training in a polyartefacted
doctoral seminar
Morgane Domanchin
Mabrouka El Hachani
Jean-François Grassin

A major question in doctoral training is how to provide sup-
port for doctoral students in their appropriation of know-
ledge that is subject-specific and scientific as well as me-
thodological and technical. As Isabelle Skakni (2011) notes,
this training is often experiential, largely informal and un-
structured. Doctoral training should be conceived as a pro-
cess of socialisation to an academic career (Austin 2002),
during which doctoral students appropriate a discipline-
specific culture that William G. Tierney (1997) defines as
a set of symbolic and instrumental activities specific to a
given scholarly community. Which stages do doctoral stu-
dents go through to become acculturated to an academic
career and to be socialised? Doctoral seminars are one of
the venues in which this process of acculturation and socia-
lisation takes place. These seminars have the advantage of
being spread out over a relatively long period of time du-
ring a doctoral programme, which reveals a certain progres-
sion in the construction of the doctoral student’s identity as
a researcher.
When the “Digital presence” project was set up within the
IMPEC seminar – a project in which the polyartefacted se-
minar itself was made the object of inquiry – we took the
opportunity to study this process of acculturation and re-
search training by way of research. The project entailed new
modalities of participation by way of (1) the creation of an
instrumented research apparatus and (2) self-reflexive re-
search as part of a visual reflexive ethology approach ⁴⁴. We
explore how the specific characteristics of the project confi-

44. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.
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guring participation contributed to doctoral students’ trai-
ning.
The aim of this chapter is thus to examine this form of col-
lective work as a space of doctoral training by studying the
process of acculturation. By identifying traces of personal
engagement in the video data collected during the semi-
nars and the interviews that followed, we investigate how
participating in a polyartefacted seminar helps doctoral stu-
dents develop certain professional and reflexive competen-
cies through their collaboration on a joint research project.

Theoretical and methodological
framework
The seminar, in combination with the “Digital Presence”
project, was first and foremost a matter of training to do
research by doing research, in that the doctoral students
were expected to participate in all the stages of the pro-
ject. The students’ participatory thinking, modes of beha-
viour and actions come together in these stages, developing
their socio-technical and scientific competencies. The pro-
ject was launched and piloted by Christine and was confi-
gured for her doctoral seminar, for both training and re-
search.
The seminar was designed to enable doctoral students to
develop academic, technical and methodological compe-
tencies in collaborative situations that facilitated individual
engagement and provided a supportive environment.

The seminar as a venue for developing specific
competencies

In research training, Philippe Perrenoud (1995) unders-
cores the importance of acquiring theoretical and discipli-
nary knowledge as well as “competencies related to the
scholarly profession in a given discipline and in the cor-
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responding organisations” (1995, 23). We explore the pro-
cesses that help students need to acquire the competencies
related to the academic profession which Perrenoud refers
to. Few studies have been conducted thus far on the com-
petencies acquired in doctoral training programmes, even
if competency dictionaries are currently being implemen-
ted in Switzerland and Quebec.
Three additional competencies can be added that cor-
respond to our specific research situation : communica-
tive competencies, collaborative competencies and semio-
technical competencies related to the artefactual set-up. Set-
ting up a research project focusing on the seminar itself as
its object, with a special interest in its polyartefactual di-
mension, involved participants de facto in a project of co-
construction. This provided them with a co-responsibility
that was elaborated and carried out from one seminar ses-
sion to the next through the constitution of a corpus and
the construction of a research object. This very demanding
form of personal engagement promoted the development
of an academic ethos, and we examine how these compe-
tencies arose in self-reflexive discourse and over the course
of the collaborative work sessions in the seminar.

The polyartefacted seminar as a collaborative
situation

The learning situation that we are examining is in fact a
highly collaborative situation. The definition of the word
“seminar” in the French online dictionary Trésor de la
Langue Française informatisé (TLFi) emphasises the collec-
tive and collaborative nature of this time devoted to discus-
sion and exchange on a subject related to professional ac-
tivity. For Wendy L. Bedwell et al. (2012), collaboration
is “an evolving process whereby two or more social enti-
ties actively and reciprocally engage in joint activities aimed

http://stella.atilf.fr
http://stella.atilf.fr
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at achieving at least one shared goal” (Bedwell et al. 2012,
130).
As Mabrouka El Hachani explains, collaboration is the inter-
twining of these processes and entails “engaging in a joint
action (cooperation), discussing this joint action (commu-
nication), and basing work on the organisation of interde-
pendent tasks and actions that need to be carried out (coor-
dination) to achieve the goal that has been set” (El Hachani
2014, 228). In this seminar, communication and coordina-
tion resources are highly polyartefacted. The doctoral trai-
ning support organisation (Conférence Permanente des Di-
recteurs.trices de laboratoires en Sciences de l’Information
et de la Communication, CPDirSIC) notes that :

By being involved in the life of the research group, doc-
toral students acquire precise and up-to-date theore-
tical and methodological knowledge. Research units
also provide a context within which doctoral students
experience socialisation to academic professions, as
well as other professions requiring a high level of ex-
pertise, such as when they are involved in contracts.

The seminar and the ethos of the young researcher
The collaborative situation of the seminar provided the op-
portunity to study the role occupied by the team’s doctoral
students and the ethos they were constructing.
But which kind of academic ethos are we talking about? As
Emmanuelle Leclercq and Danielle Potocki Malicet (2006,
1) note :

From the point of view of academic actors, there is not
one academic profession, but many, which are largely
structured by socio-professional membership, and a
plurality of professional identities.

The array of academic profiles is quite rich, and it shows
the degree to which the researcher is associated with a disci-

https://web.archive.org/web/20210120203232/https://cpdirsic.fr/formation-doctorale-du-cnf/
https://web.archive.org/web/20210120203232/https://cpdirsic.fr/formation-doctorale-du-cnf/
https://web.archive.org/web/20210120203232/https://cpdirsic.fr/formation-doctorale-du-cnf/
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pline or a research network or even a form of independence
that is a described as a “professional career”. The authors
point to an important distinction between academic pro-
fession and academic identity. If the former is common to
all, the latter, on the contrary, leads to notable differences
in the construction of professional identity as well as rela-
ted work values. The question follows as to which models
form the basis of the construction of the young researcher’s
ethos.
In this chapter, we study how the identities of young resear-
chers are constructed within a situation of polyartefactual
collaboration by the student’s use of certain competencies.
Our study analyses the competencies perceived and utili-
sed by doctoral students in collaborative activities during
the research project. Through our study of the discursive
and pragmatic process of this construction in the action of
the seminar, we present the concept of identity posture of
legitimacy.

Methodology
In light of the fact that doctoral work is a poorly documen-
ted field as such, we adopt an ecological perspective to
show its complexity. The four people conducting doctoral
studies in the research team were not at the same stage of
their thesis when the data was collected and the seminar
was held. We hypothesised that this would have an impact
on the expression of their academic ethos.
A cross-analysis of the reflexive interviews of the four doc-
toral students participating in the seminar and of the video
recordings of the different sessions lead us to two types of
analyses. We conducted both a content analysis examining
epistemic postures, i.e., with respect to knowledge and
competencies, and a discourse analysis of discursive enun-
ciation and the construction of a discursive ethos (Main-
gueneau 2014) that distinguishes between “declared ethos
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(what speakers say about themselves) and observed ethos
(what their manner of enunciation shows)” (2014, 34). The
analysis of enunciative postures during the interviews re-
veals the construction of identity postures of legitimacy ba-
sed on the collaborative situation and the individual’s iden-
tity as a young researcher.

Case study
The polyartefacted seminar as a conducive
environments to doctoral training
We will now describe three general characteristics of the se-
minar that were conducive to doctoral training; then we
will paint four individual portraits to show how students’
participation lead to their engagement in the project.

An extended space and time for doctoral training

In comparison to the space and time constraints of a tradi-
tional doctoral seminar, the polyartefacted seminar has a
more extended range. The doctoral seminar and the “Di-
gital Presence” research project were marked by four dif-
ferent stages in time.

1. In the initial stage, setting up the seminar in tech-
nical terms presupposed a logistical installation in-
volving the preparation of the telepresence artefacts
and the material for collecting data.

2. The technical artefacts had to be set up for each ses-
sion of the seminar to be able to take place. Once
the artefacts were connected, in-situ and ex-situ par-
ticipants were responsible for opening the procee-
dings when they arrived and also for bringing them
to a close.

3. The data collected was then digitised and posted
online : first in a private space shared by the mem-
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bers of the research team, and then, once the data
was organised, on the Ortolang platform.

4. These two spaces allowed participants to consult
the data.

Complexified collaboration

As we have just seen, collaboration in the seminar was ba-
sed on a complex apparatus.
The multiplicity of the spaces produced is a source of com-
plexity and sometimes requires multple activities. But it can
also be the source of more varied participation frameworks
than in a traditional configuration, thus encouraging dif-
ferent forms of involvement that help develop the ethos of
the young researchers.

Shared expertise

The polyartefactual dimension of the seminar imposed a
novel dimension on all the participants, which appeared
to be conducive to the inclusion of the doctoral students.
For instance, as a researcher and the seminar coordinator,
Christine’s expertise was acknowledged, but her status as
“conductor” and her role in hosting guest speakers left the
task of dealing with the research apparatus during the ses-
sions to some of the participants. Over the course of the se-
minar, the technical competencies of the participants and,
in particular, of the doctoral students were called upon
in order to ensure that the technical set-up was working
properly. As this set-up was complex and new to all the
members, they shared responsibility for keeping it in good
working order, and its highly technical dimension required
complimentary forms of expertise. Depending on scienti-
fic or technical knowledge and competencies, participatory
regimes were able to emerge which placed certain partici-
pants at the interface between different areas of expertise.
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We will now illustrate the development of these competen-
cies and analyse the postures of the four doctoral students
in the seminar.

Identities of the junior researchers

Yigong

The traces of scientific and technical development that can
be observed in the interviews conducted with the docto-
ral students vary depending on the situation of the docto-
ral student during the seminar as an in-situ or ex-situ parti-
cipant. Yigong, a first-year in-situ doctoral student, descri-
bed the seminar in his interview as a “new scientific expe-
rience”.
Although the topics covered were not directly connec-
ted to his thesis ⁴⁵, Yigong says that he discovered “some
concepts, but not a lot”. These discoveries led him to
carry out internet searches while the seminar was going on,
which sometime limited his participation in favour of note-
taking.
In the reflexive interview, this choice leads him to wonder
about the nature of his participation in the seminar or rather
of the other group members’ perception of him, in order to
affirm his belonging :

For me I don’t feel like I’m absent, but I think, since I
still don’t speak very well, I think for other people I am
kind of absent from the seminar.

Yigong explains what he means by “being present” and
hence the actual actions that this participation entails :

Being present means... I feel, because I’m focused on
taking notes and thinking about what is being said
and sometimes on finding bibliographies, so I feel very

45. Yigong is writing a thesis on digital literacy in the Chinese
educational context.
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present. Though I think compared to the others, I’m
maybe kind of absent.

A first posture that can be identified in the interviews, and
that we call an institutional legitimacy posture, is situated
along a present/not-present axis. This posture is summari-
sed by one’s own and others’ perception of one’s legitimacy
in the group. Being present is being able to defend this le-
gitimacy. In Yigong’s case, presence is so problematic that
his concerns about this legitimacy are thematised in his re-
flexive interview. In the case of the three other doctoral stu-
dents whose interviews will be analysed in the following
sections, this takes place via the assertion of socio-technical
competencies, which allow the student either to make her-
self present to others (Amélie) or to make all the members
of the group present (Dorothée), or by a role identity as an
interface between the groups (Morgane).

Amélie

Amélie’s posture within the seminar is constructed in a com-
pletely different way for two fundamental reasons : as a
third-year doctoral student, Amélie is already working on
telepresence robots and will participate in all the sessions
using the Beam device. She thus forges an identity in the
group via an artefactual presence and her developing exper-
tise.
The importance that Amélie attaches to resolving technical
problems – to making communication more fluid in the
group’s interaction by using technical competencies rela-
ted to the manipulation of the robot and the software in-
terfaces – can be explained by her desire to be involved
in the research project. An inclusive “on” – in the sense of
“we” rather than “they” – appears in her discourse and ex-
presses her being part of the group of researchers (“for me
it’s important actually to say that it’s properly framed be-
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cause it’s important that we [on] have good data after all”,
“what we [on] are doing has a certain scientific level after
all”). This discourse shows both the participant’s difficulty
and her desire to be fully involved in the situation, despite
the distance and the (over)exposure entailed by her pre-
sence via the robot. The robot allowed her to be present
but at the same time it also isolated and exposed her. The
telepresence apparatus gave Amélie the means to be invol-
ved, but also entailed two correlated risks : isolation from
the group and overexposure with respect to the position
that she would like to have in it. For Amélie, the solution
lay in the intensity of her engagement. She became invol-
ved in phases 2 and 4 of the project : the phase of holding
the seminar, of course, but also the data visualisation phase
– a retrospective activity that uses the research apparatus to
increase competence by way of reflexivity.

Dorothée

The figure of Dorothée is in some ways similar to that of
Amélie. Dorothée was also in her third year of doctoral stu-
dies during the seminar. She is a specialist in telepresence
robots : her research deals with their educational uses. Ho-
wever, Dorothée was attended the seminar in-situ in her
case.
One of the strategies employed by Dorothée to participate
in the seminar was to assign herself a role in managing the
technical telepresence apparatus.
An anecdote that she tells in the interview is revealing of
the importance that she attaches to the construction of the
scientific research and the role that she claims for herself.
She explains that she was not physically present during one
seminar and that the Adobe Connect system did not make
it technically possible for her to intervene and defend her
research personally.
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Dorothée claims a researcher’s identity related to her exper-
tise, but, on this occasion, she does not manage to have it
confirmed for technical reasons related to intervening re-
motely. The identity posture is thematised in her discourse
along a “competent/incompetent” axis in scientific matters.
But during this episode, the apparatus fails to make the
participants equally present in the seminar. The apparatus
thus interrupts the collaboration and isolates the young re-
searcher, who finds this all the more difficult inasmuch she
makes a very strong claim to her place in the peer group.

Morgane

Our last portrait is that of Morgane. Morgane plays a key
role in the seminar, since she is involved in all four phases
(preparation, holding the seminar, digitisation, and consul-
tation of the data). In the “Digital Presence” project, she
held the status of research assistant to Christine, who was
her doctoral supervisor. This status gave her several respon-
sibilities de facto. We will analyse the process of acquisition
of competencies and her posture in three phases : (1) by
examining her role as interface between the research team
and the technical team responsible for collecting the data ;
(2) by examining her note-taking; and (3) by studying her
legitimacy posture.
Morgane’s role of interface ⁴⁶ between two teams involved
taking into account the research objects during the phase
of setting up the apparatus.
Morgane had a very strong sense of the spatiotemporal ex-
tension of the seminar.
In her discourse, Morgane uses the French pronoun on in an
extremely wide variety of ways. This proliferation of on and

46. In the interview, Morgane explains this role : “As for me, my
function is really, so to speak, to be responsible for setting up the
LiPen apparatus and also to be the technical support.”
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of its references in her discourse reveals a participant who
is constructing her identity in belonging to various groups
corresponding to different roles that she takes on during
the research process.
Morgane experiences the research project as a flow, she
no longer distinguishes the technical discussions that take
place outside the seminar, but that are an integral part of the
research project. These discussions also illustrate the pro-
cess of team building and of cooperation. The work team
instantiates a form of collaboration involving individuals,
and cooperation refers to individual orientation in a work
team. Morgane is at the centre of this system of exchange
between the Cellule Corpus Complexes (CCC) ⁴⁷ and the
research team that allowed the work team to be construc-
ted. She cooperated with the CCC team for the purpose of
the collaborative process.
Intertwining digital spaces thus promotes both the produc-
tion of scientific knowledge, by supporting collaboration,
and research training, by varying the possibilities of partici-
pation.
Whereas the other doctoral students thematise their posi-
tion in the seminar along a “present/not present” or “legi-
timate/not legitimate” axis, Morgane adopts a posture of
legitimacy that is marked on the side of cooperation.
We can note the appearance in her discourse of an “ideali-
sed” figure of the researcher who is able to participate in the
scientific discussion, to make her voice and her knowledge
heard whereas this is a figure that minimises the technical
and material aspect of research for which the junior resear-
cher is responsible. Now, the competency claimed by Mor-
gane is this ability “to be able to propose solutions quickly,
also to be able to judge the solutions proposed by others”.

47. Complex Corpora Center.
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We are thus able to observe via these illustrations how the
format of the polyartefacted seminar invites participants to
appropriate a variety of research, technical, scientific and
collaborative competencies. When put into practice, they
are always situated adaptive competencies.

Discussion
The seminar genre ⁴⁸ and its expectations undergo renewal
in a professional field both by virtue of its polyartefactual di-
mension, allowing for remote presence and creating spaces
for complex participation frameworks, and by virtue of the
support of a reflexive research project that promotes the de-
velopment of socio-technical and scientific competencies
and a rich disciplinary socialisation.

A supported training situation
During the the seminar, the doctoral students were given
the opportunity to speak freely, in order to facilitate their
integration into the group.
As we have seen, this strong aspect of speaking up is impo-
sed upon the doctoral students who have understood this
fact and who are constructing their posture vis-à-vis this op-
portunity to be seized. The technical dimension on which
the polyartefacted seminar is based is then added to this.
This dimension requires specific competencies that some se-
nior researchers do not always possess. The complementa-
rity of competencies thus becomes essential for the smooth
functioning of the seminar.
Taking into account the heterogeneity of the professional
statuses of the participants, which is a classic element in
the ecology of a doctoral seminar, is thus highlighted. But,

48. In Yves Clot’s sense : “a sedimentation and prolongation of
prior joint activities… which has been done by previous genera-
tions of a given milieu” (1999, 37).
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above all, this calls into question the importance of a strictly
scientific expertise for the purpose of training. Collabora-
tion is constructed by way of the attribution of certain well-
defined roles prior to the sessions, and these roles are sup-
ported by processes of cooperation over the course of the
seminar.
The use of the French pronoun on in the reflexive discourse
of the participants highlights how the speakers studied po-
sition themselves vis-à-vis a figure of the research group.
These enunciative postures regarding the construction of
a collective instantiation that is diversely expressed by on
in the different forms of discourse thus have their com-
plement in an analysis of “I” and the conditions of emer-
gence of subjects by way of the enunciative affirmation of
role identities or postures of legitimacy. We have identified
three postures of legitimacy throughout our case study that
make the doctoral student legitimate in the situation and
that students develop via the utilisation of competencies :

1. a posture based on the legitimacy of presence,
which we call on-site legitimacy posture ;

2. a posture based on scientific legitimacy, which we
call epistemic legitimacy posture ;

3. a posture based on the legitimacy of the relation-
ship to the other, which demands reliability and
which we call pragmatic legitimacy posture.

By analysing discourse and action, we saw how these pos-
tures could be combined in a posture of multiple legiti-
macy, thus contributing to the doctoral student’s training.

Conclusion
The doctoral seminar is the venue of the social process of
construction of identity via the acquisition of certain roles
and certain particular competencies, and this is all the more
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the case in a polyartefacted seminar. The specificity of poly-
artefactual seminar is that it is based on a relatively strong
technical dimension, both in terms of remote communica-
tion and modalities of collaboration. In this configuration,
the acquisition of technical competencies plays a key role in
getting participants involved in the group, in particular, for
doctoral students who are at an advanced stage in their trai-
ning and who have a research topic closely related to the
theme of the seminar project. The polyartefacted seminar
promotes learning by doing and acting in real time and wi-
thin a collaborative process. It also provides a reflexive, in-
terdisciplinary space that promotes disciplinary openness
for the doctoral students by multiplying the zones of proxi-
mal development.
This chapter examined the elaboration of a space of scien-
tific discussion that is fundamental for research training.
We have highlighted several salient points about the co-
construction of this collaborative space and the processes
it entails. Traces of the co-construction of group coopera-
tion and the construction of work routines were empha-
sised and present evidence of a supported elaboration of
research skills. Our study suggests that participation in a
research project allows cultures and identities to develop
that are key for research training (Sinclair, Barnacle, and
Cuthbert 2014). The seminar is in fact “a performance, a
practice, something that not only happens, in time and
space, a choreography of bodies and voices, but is repea-
ted, rehearsed and cited” (Green 2009, 248). This choreo-
graphy allows doctoral students to observe and learn, and
to develop competencies that are specific to the community
they belong to. It is also a challenge in which the young
researcher is anything but ontologically secure and which
entails the creation of emotionally safe environments that
the members maintain through the artefacted set-up and
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in being attentive to others ⁴⁹. The discursive ethos analy-
sed here shows traces of this learning process and identity
construction of the young researchers. Finally, the particu-
larity of this type of research project, in which the partici-
pants take part in exercises of self-analysis (in the first and
second person ⁵⁰), trains them for a subjectifying activity
that is especially conducive to the construction of a critical
and normative ethos.
Our study confirms the importance of others and self-
validations in the construction of one’s identity as a resear-
cher (Mantai 2015). These role identities in collaborative
research are emphasised in different ways by the doctoral
students, even if there are certain recurrent roles : the epis-
temic value of professional identity was found in the dis-
course of all the participants, some of them insisting on the
problematic legitimacy that this identity entails for them.
The identity as a researcher requires a participatory pre-
sence and a legitimacy for which they will need validation
from other members of the group. For some, moreover, col-
laborative work in a polyartefacted situation seems to im-
pose an identity that is validated in terms of reliability.
Finally, we showed the triple process-oriented heuristic as-
pect that is present in the situation : a doctoral seminar that
is (1) scholarly, (2) highly artefactual, and (3) supported
by a research project. This heuristic process interweaves the
construction of ethos, apparatus and knowledge. Scientific
and technical competencies are constructed along with the
development of identity postures of legitimacy.

49. Check “Attentional affordances in an instrumented semi-
nar”.

50. Check “Theoretical and methodological framework for vi-
sual reflexive ethology”.
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Conclusion
Christine Develotte

This volume is the first publication of the results of the
collective research that we carried out between 2016 and
2020.
This concluding chapter aims to look at the conceptual as-
pects of our work and at its collective, reflexive and open
experiential form.
The research we have carried out has without doubt a mi-
litant aspect. This research is, in itself, an epistemological
manifesto establishing, in this particular techno-historical
moment, the interdisciplinarity and hybridity of methodo-
logies as unavoidable, the force of the group as key in the
research process bringing together different disciplines and
(technological) cultures, and open science via the interme-
diary of a digital form of publication as the preferred mode
to publicise scientific results.
Starting from the two initial objectives of this volume, we
describe how we proceeded and how other perspectives
emerged along the way.

The study of interaction in a polyartefacted
situation
From a scientific point of view, the first research objective,
formulated once the data collection was finished, was the
following :

To study empirically what telepresence does to a doc-
toral seminar, the impact it has on the participants and
on the dynamics of the exchanges that take place (De-
velotte 2018, 171).

This very broad formulation sought to give free rein to the
researchers to determine which aspects they regarded as re-
levant to study. Moreover, the data collection set-up was
designed according to scientific perspectives rooted in dif-
ferent approaches ; this multidisciplinarity lead us to give
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priority to a data collection protocol employing a qualita-
tive procedure in keeping with current practice in humani-
ties and social sciences.
Theoretical and methodological alliances came into being
during the analyses in light of the complexity of the appa-
ratus that had been established and the multimodality of
the data collected. Thus, the study of corporeality combi-
ned phenomenology and psychology in an analysis at the
crossroads of visual ethnography, the multimodal analysis
of interaction and phenomenological analysis ; the analyses
of attention merged phenomenology and communication
sciences in a multimodal analysis ; the analysis of habitua-
tion (bugs and failures) undertook an ethnomethodologi-
cal analysis and drew on phenomenology, psychology and
anthropology (collective intelligence). In an ethnological,
multimodal approach, the study of politeness combined
Goffmanian microsociology, discourse analysis and evolu-
tionary biology.
This disciplinary heterogeneity is apparent in the general bi-
bliography : among the 112 authors cited in the different
chapters, fewer than 20% are associated with linguistics,
21% work in the fields of sociology and anthropology, 20%
in psychology and communication, 27% in philosophy and
education, and around 12% belong to other disciplines (de-
sign, human-machine interaction, biology, marketing or
even dance).
To grasp the interactional specificities generated in the
context of the complex-situation studied here, we thus
gave priority to conceptual and methodological hybrids
from the humanities and social sciences.
The analyses that we carried out on the different aspects
of the seminar on this basis have allowed us to theorise
the different stages of mediation (immediation, demedia-
tion, remediation) and the roles played by the participants
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who were in turn sentinels, procurators and witnesses ⁵¹.
With respect to interactional specificities, we explored the
opposition between artefactual and personal terms of ad-
dress and proposed conversational maxims ⁵². Involuntary
or appropriated artefactual presence was studied in terms
of over-ratification, hyper-exposure or hypo-exposure ⁵³.
Looking at attentional choreographies revealed the emer-
gence of attentional co-affordances in this polyartefacted
context ⁵⁴.

Towards open science
The second objective consisted of inscribing our research
in open science : we chose digital publishing as a solution
that would make our data openly available to the research
community. This volume, which represents the first stage
in our data analysis, concentrates on the most surprising or
remarkable phenomena and thus only exploits a very small
amount of the data we gathered. Opening the corpus up to
the research community may give others an opportunity to
study the data in dimensions different from ours and that
will nourish our approach.
The need for digital publication became apparent during
the project when it became clear that a print edition could
only provide a highly reductive account of the analyses. As
a consequence, the members of the research group were
faced with the need to develop new competencies, going
beyond the simple selection of relevant excerpts and the
creation of a video capsule, in order to move towards an

51. Check “Artefacted intercorporeality, between reification
and personification”.

52. Check “New norms of politeness in digital contexts”.
53. Check “Autonomy and artefactual presence in a polyartefac-

ted seminar”.
54. Check “Attentional affordances in an instrumented semi-

nar”.
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annotation of these capsules in a format compatible with
digital publishing. The need for new professions became
apparent in order to supplement the work of the research
team with IT, documentary and technical expertise. Our
team of researchers from the humanities and social sciences
were themselves led to enrich their palette with new compe-
tencies, some of them derived from the group, which thus
again shows its added value.
New perspectives for future research on the multimodality
of the data have thus been opened up. Digital publication
constitutes a new challenge for the definition of a format for
analysing screen interactions that can take into account the
complexity of these multimodal interactions entailing dif-
ferent spaces (in Lyon and elsewhere). This format involves
both the researcher’s own perspective on the data and what
they would like to show readers via the norms of digital pu-
blishing.
Beyond these two objectives, the experiential form of this
research that is simultaneously collective, reflexive and
open turned out to be key and deserves to be explicitly dis-
cussed.

A collective reflexive experience
The collective dimension of the project played a fundamen-
tal role in the scientific experiment that was conducted. The
reflexive approach was adopted by the group, and because
the participants trusted one another, they agreed to coope-
rate in an undertaking aiming at developing collective in-
telligence starting from individual competencies. Everyone
was invited to contribute research to several chapters, thus
forging a comprehensive view of the whole. Review and re-
vision of the first drafts was undertaken as a group, so as
to bring together all the complexity of the points of view
around the aspect being studied. The project thus channel-
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led the participants’ energies toward a common goal whose
result is of greater value for the group than for the indivi-
dual researcher.
In what follows, we will examine this reflexive dimension
that constitutes the specificity of this work and its implica-
tions both for our research and the different participants.
Reflexive ethology led us to work on and with people all
sharing the same situation and the same ambition of analy-
sing behaviour. The research posture of each of the people
participating in the interviews led them to formulate exten-
sive and detailed responses to the interviewer’s questions
and provided material for analysis ; everyone kept in mind
that their own responses would not only serve to supple-
ment their own collection of data and hence their own ana-
lyses, but also those of the group as a whole. By sharing
feelings and common experience, the group consolidated
our socio-affective ties, as if we together went through the
same ordeal : the research process more than the seminar as
such!
Our chosen scientific approach led the members of the re-
search team to work on videos in which they themselves
appear, giving rise to an effect of a “first-person science
success story”. Therefore, the strategy we adopted in the
chapters of this volume was more one of avoidance, in
the sense that the researchers did not analyse their own
words or behaviour, but rather those of their colleagues
(who were actually sometimes collaborating with them on
the same chapter). The members of the research team were
thus confronted with the peculiar situation of being written
about by their colleagues, producing disturbing, intrusive
effects. This oddity is based, in particular, on the tempta-
tion to give one’s own interpretation of the excerpt and on
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the expropriation, as researchers, of an analysis that they
could imagine carrying out themselves ⁵⁵.
We can pause for a moment to reflect on the specific difficul-
ties created by the analysis by the group of the very group
to which each participant belongs.
As a consequence of the efforts made in the analyses to de-
subjectivise observed forms of behaviour, the participants
are dehumanised, or reified. This gives rise to a particular
type of frustration for the researchers-participants being stu-
died, who, when reading the chapters, are put in a position
of having to accept seeing their behaviour “reduced” only
to the analytical criteria adopted. As Pierre Bourdieu notes :

the concern to keep the analysis as close to “concrete
reality” as possible ... can prompt us entirely to miss
a “reality” that escapes immediate intuition because it
resides in structures that are transcendent to the inter-
action they inform (1992, 119–20).

The researchers faced with a novel experience :to come to
terms with everything that was left unsaid when one parti-
cular aspect was highlighted, which did not, for example,
take into account the history of interpersonal relations and
their intertext.
One of the surprises during the analyses – i.e., after the re-
cording of the videos – was realising how difficult it was
to “take the other’s place”, when coming to grasp the dif-
ferent constraints or when it became clear retrospectively
how poorly one or the other participant was seeing or hea-
ring and the extent to which we may ourselves have lacked
empathy at the very beginning of the seminar. One of the
participants had not understood that her image could be
seen and consequently had not prepared herself physically

55. Even if one can agree that the analysis contributes an inter-
pretation that is complementary to the first-person interpretation
by taking into account realities that escaped the person observed.
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(getting dressed, putting on make-up, doing her hair). As
she was filmed where she lived, she felt “at home”, and she
found it to be repeated torture to see her image projected
on the screen in a light that was not compatible with the
image she adopts publicly. We see from this example that
during this first phase of data collection in the seminar, this
participant viewed herself as, above all, a “researcher parti-
cipating in a seminar” and not yet as a “researcher produ-
cing a reflexive ethological analysis”, having not yet taken
up this second posture as an analyst.
Thus, if the members of the research team “gave their bo-
dies to science” in a sense, they also let go by trusting their
peers to analyse the interaction for them. This is all the more
the case since the analyses often point out malfunctions and
situations in which the participant-researcher is not necessa-
rily seen in a flattering way. From this perspective, we deci-
ded to open up access to the corpus under certain condi-
tions, such as not using family names (first names were
not changed, however, since this seemed too artificial to
us). The publication on the Ateliers de [sens public] plat-
form, combined with the Hypothes.is annotation tool, ac-
centuates these aspects, since the volume will be open to
commentary by the scientific community as a whole on this
platform.
In effect, as a result of opening up access to the data and the
published analyses, our self-images are exposed outside of
the group : i.e., in contrast to the rather confidential form
of communication specific to the seminar, which is traditio-
nally a closed space that is inaccessible to a non-participant.
The rules of conversation in the seminar followed a pre-
established format, but they were also co-constructed and
forged by habit. Not everything was necessarily of the or-
der of the “showable” ; but here we accepted to show what
went on “backstage” : the members of the research team

https://ateliers.sens-public.org/
https://web.hypothes.is/
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involved in the very construction of the research and the
elaboration of protocols, technical and theoretical appara-
tuses, thus revealing all the modes of behaviour and forms
of interaction that occur prior to producing the finished
product, whether an article or book.
The endangering of the self in this undertaking comes from
the fact that we chose to collect the data while the group
was learning to use new communication tools. This phase
of appropriation necessarily involved going astray : fai-
lures that disturbed the “normal” progress of the seminar,
beyond the usual trial and error that is inherent to any re-
search process. Moreover, all the participants did not have
the same level of technical expertise related to the artefacts,
and these differences between the members modified the
usual hierarchy associated solely with scientific knowledge.
If digital publishing thus opens up new horizons that allow
us to conceive of the possibility of sharing complex data
with the research community in the form of open science,
the question of the degree of openness that we are able to
tolerate at the end of the experience remains unanswered.
In an era of self-exposure, how far is it possible for a resear-
cher to go? This exploration of limits becomes an integral
part of the research process in the context of a movement
towards open science formats, involving boundaries to be
stipulated within protocols for sharing and anonymisation
of data that have still to be invented, while taking into ac-
count possible forms of abuse.
The entirety of the process allowed us to experience both
positions : on the one hand, the difficulty involved in ma-
king someone visible who has not asked for it (for example,
the speakers) and, on the other, one’s own experience of
being placed under observation for scholarly purposes.
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The seminar as a heuristic situation
If we look at the educational dimension of this collective re-
search project, the form of the seminar may itself have been
heuristic. In fact, the “nurturing matrix” (Kern and Deve-
lotte 2018) put into place, including technological and hu-
man dimensions, contained a zone of proximal develop-
ment in itself, both on the scholarly and on the technical
level ⁵⁶. This matrix was nourished, moreover, by the regu-
larity of the sessions and the attention that each of the par-
ticipants gave to the work of the others, thus putting the
socio-affective dimensions of interpersonal relationships at
the very heart of the research set-up.
In this context, a sense of efficacy (Bandura 2003) thus
came into being that was no longer personal, but rather
distributed, collective, systemic and processual ⁵⁷, and that
would be interesting to study in greater detail.
From the point of view of doctoral training, the project
contributed to a new way of understanding the doctoral
supervisor as a witness, as coined by Bacon and Midge-
low (2019) in the context of the “Artistic Doctorates in Eu-
rope” project (ADIE 2016-2019). The doctoral training pro-
gramme recounted by the authors is based, like our expe-
rience, on collective work and the Peer-to-Peer Feedback
Chain, as well as on the creative process whose point of de-
parture is the self and its auto-ethnography : “Finding ways
in which practitioner/scholars (including mySelf) can ‘arti-
culate something’ and from the creative process using the
Self as source for creativity or auto/Self-ethnography” (Ba-
con and Midgelow 2019). Research is seen as a creative, co-
relational, collective and networked process :

56. Check “Research training in a polyartefacted doctoral semi-
nar”.

57. Check “Digital bugs and interactional fails in the service of
collective intelligence”.

https://www.artisticdoctorates.com/about-us/
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We illuminate, and hopefully inspire, ways of going
about and supporting research as a creative, co-
relational, collective and networked process » (Bacon
and Midgelow 2019, 3, preface).

In this collective creative context, the experience of “prac-
tice as research” in all the stages of the research project is
offered to the different participants, and in the understan-
ding that the humanities and social sciences will also be able
to benefit from these new postures in doctoral training pro-
grammes.
Finally, now that the team adventure has been completed,
what are the “shared memories ⁵⁸” of the participants?
Although no data was collected among the different mem-
bers in the aftermath of the project, we can imagine that
shared memory will be experienced differently depending
on the degree of engagement, the attendance of each par-
ticipant and the interest taken during these four years of
joint work. Nonetheless, it seems that at least one aspect
is common to all : namely, the element of unpredictabi-
lity involved in every stage, which gave the research, which
was conducted over a short period, the aspect of an “ad-
venture”. Testing out the equipment as an integral part of
the data collected or choosing to publish in a digital for-
mat, without having grasped everything that this entailed
at the time of the decision, aroused curiosity that was of-
ten mixed with uncertainty, but that always stimulated the
participants to confront the next stages.

58. For Louise Merzeau, “the notion of sharing allows us to
grasp crucial aspects of the very dynamic of the commons by em-
phasising processes rather than things” (2017, 171).
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In the footsteps of prior research
Finally, if we take another look at the studies that provided
inspiration for this research, we find many aspects that re-
sonate with our experience.
The project in which Gregory Bateson participated star-
ting in 1955 (McQuown 1971) experimented with new
recording equipment (the video camera) that inspired a
new perspective on interaction. In 2016, we also called
upon technical innovations ; a 360° camera and a remote-
controlled webcam. Just like us, Bateson was quite uncom-
fortable seeing his postural-facial-gestural behaviour dissec-
ted on screen by his colleagues : “there were for me mo-
ments of considerable pain when the others were interpre-
ting my actions, and I was forced to see those actions on the
screen” (Bateson 1958, 99). As we saw previously, even if
seeing oneself is still a sensitive matter, we can argue that
times have changed, given the contemporary social envi-
ronment of selfies and reality television, the relationship to
self-image is nowadays experienced differently.
In their conclusion to Décrire la conversation, Cosnier et
al. noted that in their volume they had overcome “linguists’
aversion to using tape recorders or video recorders” (1987,
358). The situation has changed significantly in 30 years,
even if the researchers at that time seem to have shared
the same emotions related to long-term innovative work
in their group : “During the long hours of work on this
corpus, we went a thousand times from irritation to amu-
sement, from discouragement to excited attention” (1987,
358). Nonetheless, they ended on a very positive note :

By virtue of its paltry banality, the corpus appeared to
us to be representative precisely of ordinary conversa-
tion : it reveals basic and very general rules of the so-
cial game of encounter ….By way of the convergence
of heterogeneous clues, it allowed us to discover the
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importance of interactional regulation, to define the
proper object of joint research (total interaction) and
a point of view well adapted to this object (multidisci-
plinarity).

Their last sentence appears as if addressed to us :

These convictions are recent… in large part, they thus
have still to be put into practice (1987, 359).

This same interdisciplinary desire inspired the 2011 project
Décrire la conversation en ligne (“Describing online conversa-
tion”). In the conclusion and, more precisely, in the section
“Perspectives on the future of research in this field”, the au-
thors observed :

We can thus consider the research field to be ready
to tackle these new types of data. These emerging
forms of complementarity that appear between the me-
thodological contributions on conversation, on envi-
ronment and spaces. Our volume has outlined these
forms; they remain to be confirmed and materiali-
sed within international and interdisciplinary collabo-
rations (Develotte, Kern, and Lamy 2011, 200).

The volume also discussed opening up access to the corpus
on an international level and to the research community :

The globalised corpora of communication that resear-
chers will be sure to gather in a future characteri-
sed by the lightning-quick dissemination of the tools
will need these cross-cultural perspectives (Develotte,
Kern, and Lamy 2011, 200).

As for the publishing format outlined :

These changes will have an effect on the form in which
research will be presented – the presentation will be
more and more multimodal and hence difficult to
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publish on paper. Markee and Stansell (2007), for
example, maintain that the integration of information
in the form of video, audio, text and image is no lon-
ger a luxury and that, on the contrary, it has become
a necessity for establishing more rigorous standards of
research : above all, for elements that are difficult to
transcribe, such as gestures, facial expressions, gazes,
and postures (Develotte, Kern, and Lamy 2011, 201).

This is precisely the direction in which the continuation of
our research in the humanities and the social sciences is hea-
ding, since we have chosen a digital format that we are wor-
king on in different respects (annotated video resources,
hypertext links, metadata). In keeping with the experience
of this research that led us to “open a path by walking ⁵⁹”
(Machado 1917), we thus conclude this version of our work
barely knowing in what form it will be published.
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Technical issues and methodological
challenges of field engineering for
research
Justine Lascar
Oriane Dujour

The production and processing of corpora do not only raise
methodological questions but also imply a reflection on the
articulation between the work of collecting data and the re-
quirements of the analysis. In the field of linguistic interac-
tion analysis, this translates in particular into attention to
the linguistic and multimodal details produced, mobilised,
interpreted by the participants and made available by ade-
quate recording, transcription and analysis techniques. In
other words, the requirement of continuous accessibility of
the relevant details of the interactions governs all the stages
of the constitution and analysis of the corpora : from data
collection in the field to the “manufacturing” phase, which
includes audio-visual editing, transcription, alignment, an-
notation, up to the actual analysis phase.
These different stages in the processing of the “Digital Pre-
sences ⁶⁰” corpus are described here by considering the
overlapping of numerous aspects : technical, methodologi-
cal, theoretical and legal.

Recording devices
The first step in analysing interactions is the collection of
situational data. Far from being a preliminary, secondary
and marginal stage that could be conceived independently
from the analytical objectives, data collection is an integral
part of the overall process of analysis.
Collecting data is not a one-off, purely technical stage, but
an undertaking that involves knowledge of the field and the

60. “Digital Presences” Corpus available on Ortolang.

https://www.ortolang.fr/market/corpora/impec/
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collectors’ relationships with the various actors involved,
and the practical and technical dimensions of recording.
In the tradition of recording methods used in Conversa-
tion Analysis and educational sciences, we recorded the
IMPEC seminars using several cameras in order to mul-
tiply the points of view. This allowed us to preserve the
ecology of the situation and to have access to all the de-
tails of the interactions such as gaze, gestures, postures but
also to all the online communication through screen cap-
tures taken by the different artefacts used during the se-
minar (Adobe Connect, Kubi and Beam telepresence ro-
bots). This research project started when we had just ac-
quired new recording devices, in particular action cameras
such as the GoPro and the Sony Action Cam, but also Ko-
dak SP360 360° cameras. These cameras could not only be
set up in places that were previously inaccessible to conven-
tional tripod cameras, but could also take more wide-angle
shots with their integrated wide-angle lens. The Digital Pre-
sences research project thus provided the opportunity to
test these different devices and to reflect on their specifici-
ties and their contribution to the analysis of interactions.
The members of the “Digital Presences” group opened the
doors of the seminar to us also by allowing us to test dif-
ferent device configurations. The Laboratory of Pedagogi-
cal and Digital Innovation Room (LipeN) is a space desi-
gned to accommodate collaborative methodological tools,
and is located within the French Institute of Education
(IFE) at the ENS of Lyon. The data collection had to take
into account the constraints linked to the location and to
the different modalities of the seminar.
The location :

— The room has a glass wall which caused problems in
the arrangement of the cameras to avoid backligh-
ting,
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— one of the walls is covered with a whiteboard which
constrained where we could place the cameras,

— the furniture is modular and there are sockets on
the floor. We had to take this into account for the
trajectories of the Beam robot in particular.

Organisation of the seminar :
— there were several configurations : conference

mode, with the speaker(s) in the centre facing the
audience in a U-shape; work-group mode, with
participants seated around two L-shaped tables ;
and once, conference mode where the speaker pi-
loted the Beam robot with the audience facing her
around an L-shaped table. For each of these confi-
gurations, we needed a specific recording device.

Video recording
Recording corpora is a material and technical operation
that must be designed and carried out according to the ob-
jectives and objects of analysis. This operation aimed at re-
cording audio/video data in order to make relevant linguis-
tic, multimodal and situational details (gaze, gestures, mo-
vements, actions, objects, physical setting) available, and
therefore analysable. We sought to record both the details
that participants exploited in a situated way to produce and
interpret the intelligibility of their behaviour, and those
that the analysts exploited to give an account of the organi-
sation of the interaction, based on the orientations shown
by the participants.
The recordings were therefore governed by the need to take
into account

— the temporal unfolding of the interaction;
— the ecology of the interaction, i.e., the way it unfol-

ded in space;
— the framework of participation that characterised

the interaction;
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— the objects that were mobilised by the interactants.
To achieve these objectives, we used a variety of recording
equipment. Firstly, we used two Sony XR550 camcorders
on tripods to provide two views of the seminar :

—  the first camera was aimed at the audience –
 View 1.

— the second was placed at the back of the room
facing the speakers and the video content projec-
ted on the wall (Adobe Connect and presentation
slideshow) – in the group work configuration, the
two views were complementary – View 2.

A GoPro Hero5 camera was positioned high up a wall on a
whiteboard using a magnetic gorilla pod to record an over-
view of the room and the movements of the Beam robot –
 GP view.
We set up these three views for all the seminars we recorded.
During the first session, we also tested a Kodak SP360 ca-
mera, positioned on a piece of furniture so it could be le-
vel with the interactants’ faces, which interfered with the
movements of the Beam robot. Moreover, the analysis of
the 360° data is complex because it involves constructing
a point of view a posteriori. We therefore abandoned this
solution for the following sessions.
To record data involving the remote participants (different
individuals were present in each session), we had to take
into account which digital artefacts were being used and
decide how to collect their data. 
For the Beam, we asked the pilot to record her screen and
a view of her environment showing her interacting in front
of her screen.
In order to record the remote use of Adobe Connect, we
also asked one of our colleagues in Aix-en-Provence to re-
cord her screen.
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For Adobe Connect used in-situ in Lyon, we also collected
a screen capture from a participant present in the LipeN
room as well as the projection of the interface on the wall
of the room using the View 1 Camera.
The Kubi stream was impossible to retrieve directly from
the iPad, as the combination of the remote control and the
dynamic screen capture made the connection lag; we the-
refore retrieved the movements of the Kubi and the image
from the iPad using a Sony Action Cam placed a few centi-
metres away from the artefact using its built-in wide angle.
To complete the picture, the screen of the computer that
controlled the Kubi remotely was also recorded.
We therefore obtained between 5 and 8 different video
streams for each session, – between 3 and 4 in-situ views
and between 2 and 4 dynamic remote views and screen cap-
tures.

Audio recording
We used wireless Sennheiser Ew100 HF microphones
connected to a Zoom H6 multitrack recorder to record
the sound of the seminars. One microphone was worn by
Christine one by the speaker and two others with foam in-
sulation were placed in the room on tables close to the par-
ticipants.
The multitrack recorder allows the sound to be monitored
outside the room and the synchronised tracks to be recove-
red.
For each session, we therefore had four separate audio
streams.

Video editing and export
The editing phase is also crucial in making all the elements
of the interaction available and intelligible. The Cellule Cor-
pus Complexes, a transversal research support team at the
ICAR laboratory, uses its expertise in post-production data
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processing (synchronisation of the different sources, ano-
nymisation, audio and video editing, etc.).
We work with Final Cut Pro X on Mac computers. After ha-
ving created a library that gathered all the corpus data ser-
ving as an archive, we imported all the recorded and recove-
red streams. The resolution, bit rates and number of frames
per second could differ depending on the source. We lis-
ted and analysed them to prevent possible processing pro-
blems. The first important step was to synchronise the dif-
ferent audio and video streams available for each seminar
(between 8 and 12 tracks). While some of the synchronisa-
tion could be automated based on the soundtracks of the
different streams, some was done manually.
The process went as follows : once the synchronisation was
complete, we decided on a common start and end time for
all the audio and video tracks ; each view was thus exported
as a single file but with the same duration as all the others.
The video files were exported in .mp4 format with a resolu-
tion of 960 × 540, resulting in files that were not too large
but of sufficient quality to provide access to the details of
the interaction (the files had an average duration of one
hour, and a size of about 1.2 GB each). The audio tracks
were re-exported in .wav format, so as not to lose any infor-
mation.
Once the files were exported, it was easy to navigate from
one to the other due to their shared timing.
We then created multi-view edits using QuickTime Pro 7
software according to the team’s needs.
In this way, we discussed which views to focus on and
how to arrange them. In the present case, several multi-view
edits were made, for example, only with the tracks filmed
in-situ in Lyon
with these same tracks and the Adobe Connect screen cap-
ture
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or only with the digital artefacts being used.
In addition to the seminar sessions, the “Digital Presences”
corpus contains 17 video and audio interviews of the dif-
ferent team members. They were conducted after the semi-
nars together with a questionnaire. The interviews were also
transcribed.
All the audio and video tracks of the seminars, the multi-
scope montages as well as the interviews were made avai-
lable to the whole team via the Ortolang platform (Equi-
pEx of the TGIR Humanum). The corpus is structured and
archived so as to be accessible to the members of the group
in a secure manner.

Video editing choices made for a
video-enhanced publication

Synopsis – collaborative work – method

The choice to publish the book in an online digital for-
mat gave the authors greater freedom to illustrate their
concepts, particularly through the possibility of integrating
videos into the text. The creation of the video clips aimed
to add a layer of analysis through the editing processes, in
addition to the raw data from the seminars.
To facilitate comprehension and avoid interrupting the
flow of the article, we chose to create very short clips (less
than 3 minutes) based on the model of 1 clip = 1 concept.
The clips were created in close collaboration with the au-
thors of the book in order to preserve their intention as
much as possible. Each example combines technique and
analysis. The authors provided us with a list of the videos
selected for study, their location in the articles and the ex-
tracts and views necessary for their creation. They then pro-
duced a written synopsis for each video clip, bringing toge-

https://www.ortolang.fr/
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ther the various audio-visual materials and additional ele-
ments (transcription, subtitling, focus, commentary, etc.).
Following this framework, we created an initial sequence
with the different shots and timings requested and ensured
that the different views were synchronised in order to avoid
time lags.
We then repeated this editing test in the presence of a one
of the authors of the chapter or by video conference when
necessary ⁶¹. The process is the result of a dialogue bet-
ween the researcher and the members of the Cellule Cor-
pus Complexes technical team about the technical propo-
sals. Audio-visual editing tools were, in fact, used to inter-
pret the discourse of the researcher.
The status of the video changes from raw data to a product
resulting from the analysis of this data. Our aim was to re-
veal the researcher’s point of view, i.e., to show their analy-
sis through editing.
The video clips are treated as inseparable from the analy-
sis presented in the articles, rather than as independent ob-
jects. Therefore, we have chosen not to contextualise the ex-
tract by detailing the subject matter in the video, since these
elements are available in the associated article ; this avoids a
visual information overload and considerably shortens the
length of the clip, so as not to be redundant with the writ-
ten analysis.

Focusing attention through editing
To illustrate the authors’ concepts, we used editing tech-
niques to highlight specific elements of the corpus of data.
For example, we used these different techniques to focus
the reader’s attention on a part of a scene :

61. The digital editing of the book, which began in 2019, was
completed during the lockdown, so some of the clips were produ-
ced remotely.
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— Progressive zoom : this allows an element to be
enlarged, more or less quickly depending on the
rhythm of the extract, either to completely cover
the shot underneath or to have a top layer in or-
der to show several elements at once. We used it
in particular to show shots from within the artefact
from which they were taken (e.g., zooming in on
the view of the Kubi screen and making the enlar-
ged picture emerge from that same screen). From
an analytical point of view, zooming allows us to
convey focus.

— Crop : the shot is cropped, usually after being en-
larged, to remove unnecessary elements from the
image. Cropping can be done either by showing
the original frame and the frame change or by sho-
wing only the cropped shot.

— Blurring : when layers are superimposed, for
example after progressive zooming in, blurring
the lower layer makes it less visible and gives the
reader less visual information. We used this tech-
nique when the focus needed to be on the Adobe
Connect chat window.

— Circles : more simply, we often used turquoise
circles to draw the viewer’s attention to a specific
element or to link a descriptive note to the element
involved.

Similarly, depending on the context, we selected the audio
tracks to be used and manipulated in order to focus on the
exchanges, or conversely, to reduce the sound information.

Adjusting the rhythm of the video clips
We paced the clips so that they remained short, and so the
reader was not cut off from the text for too long.
In general, we mainly used cuts to change shots but, in
some cases, we used the zoom to indicate which interface
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the new shot came from. When it was important to show se-
veral views simultaneously (for example, to show the same
action from two different angles), we used a split screen,
i.e., dividing the screen into two or more parts, each filled
by a different shot.
In cases where the analysis involved a long extract or even
a complete session, we used two procedures :

— Acceleration : an 8-fold or more increase in the
speed of the video.

— A fade to black between two shots : the first shot
darkens until the screen is completely black and
then the second shot gradually appears to indicate
a time jump.

Conveying a clear analysis

The clarity of the situations depended in particular on a vi-
sual contextualisation of the superimposed shots. This was
achieved by the technique, mentioned above, of zooming
in from the artefact, but also by applying filters to the shots.
For example, in order to indicate the sequences that were
accelerated, we applied a visual effect (Frame in Final Cut
Pro) that streaked the image with thin green stripes, and ad-
ded a double animated arrow, similar to the Fast Forward
symbol on VCRs.
As another example, for the shots from one of the recor-
ding cameras, we used the cam recorder filter, which applies
a frame and a symbol indicating the current recording.
In order to clarify certain passages in the video or to convey
a specific point of the researcher’s analysis, we also used
text boxes :

— Text in white Courier font on a dark grey band :
used for transcriptions of spoken words when these
are important for the analysis.
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— Text in black Comfortaa font on a turquoise band :
used to describe or contextualise an action, and to
propose an analysis.

— Text in black Comfortaa font in a turquoise bubble :
used for messages posted in the chat window. The
shape and animation of the bubble are reminiscent
of instant messengers.

It was often difficult to find a good compromise between
the clarity and briefness of the textual explanations, which
had to be easy to read and avoid disrupting attention too
much when viewing the clip. The authors chose the sen-
tences to use in the edited video, and the rewordings were
chosen together with the technical team.

Export and archiving
A major issue was to find a secure, permanent storage place
that would allow the videos to be broadcasted on the pu-
blisher’s website. We chose to host them on the ATV (Ar-
chiving and Transcoding Video) platform created and ma-
naged by the ENS, where we archived the clips in .mp4 for-
mat after indexing them. ATV also allows users to upload
enriched videos, for example, with a subtitle file.
Collaborating with the different authors of this book from
various disciplinary fields has been a truly enriching ex-
perience. The members of the Cellule Corpus Complexes
were part and parcel of the research team throughout the
phases of the project, from data collection to the publica-
tion of the book. Our thoughts and experiences nourished
each other. This five-year collaborative project has allowed
us to explore, test and experiment with our working me-
thods, and to enrich them with different disciplinary pers-
pectives, always with mutual benevolence.
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